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Introduction
The purpose of the first part of this thesis is to de-
termine the extent to which El hi.jo de don Juan , by Jose
Echegaray, shows the influence of the work which was its
source of inspiration, Ibsen’s Ghosts . The method used has
been that of close study of the two plays under discussion,
and reading of other works of the Spanish author in order to
determine his general characteristics as a writer, as compared
to Ibsen.
No research has been done in the broad field of Ibsen
criticism for the purposes of the present study. The chief
source of information regarding Ibsen ' s ' influence in Spain has
been Ibsen in Spain by Halfdan Gregersen. Except for the bio-
graphical data the critical references have been for the most
part those that have a strict bearing on the problem of the
thesis: the relationship of the two plays.
The translation of El hij o de don Juan
,
which consti-
tutes the second part of this thesis, was made in order to ac-
quaint the non-Spanish-speaking reader with the play itself.
.
- I -
JOSE ECHEGARAY

2JOSE ECHEGARAY
It was in the last decade of the nineteenth century
that Ibsen's influence began to be felt in Spain. The first
Spanish drama conclusively to show this influence is The Son
drama was to take in the direction of modern currents in the
theatre, for Echegaray, although he was alive to some of the
newer tendencies toward realism and symbolism, was essentially
a romantic
.
years in which Ibsen was going through his early struggles on
a run-down farm and as a druggist's assistant at Grimstad, the
future Spanish dramatist was receiving a conventional school
and university education in Murcia, a city in southeastern
Spain. Returning to Madrid, he entered the School of Engi-
neering, where he spent five years rigidly devoted to follow-
ing his marked scientific bent. At the termination of the
course he practiced his profession in various districts of
southern Spain. He was soon called back to teach at the
School of Engineering, where he remained as professor from
of Don Juan ,
^
by Jose Echegaray. Paradoxically, however, this
play was not the "real harbinger” 2 of the evolution Spanish
Echegaray was born in Madrid in 1832, and during the
^Halfdan Gregersen, Ibsen and Spain
,
p. 121.
2
Ibld
.
,
p. 130.
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31850 to 1868. He acouired distinction as a scientist, pub-
lished important works on physics and geometry, and, in 1866,
was admitted to the Academy of Natural Sciences. His inter-
ests, however, were not confined to his professorial duties;
he studied political economy, becoming well known as an advo-
cate of free trade, and devoted much of his time to the read-
ing of dramatic literature, especially the works of Calderon,
Lope de Vega, Victor Hugo, and Shakespeare.
By 1867, the year in which Echegaray wrote his first
play. La hi.j a natural , Ibsen had gone through his dramatic ap-
prenticeship at Bergen and Christiana and had produced Brand
and Peer Gynt . Echegaray' s first attempt did not become known
until it was published, in altered form, ten years later. The
years between 1860 and 1873 found him active politically, hold
ing various offices in the government, including that of Min-
ister of Finance. After the proclamation of the republic in
Spain he retired to Paris, where he wrote his first successful
play, El libro talonarlo
,
produced in Madrid in 1874. He fol-
lowed this with La_ esposa vangadora
,
which was received with
enthusiasm. Thus encouraged, the author plunged, at the age
of forty-two, into an astonishingly productive dramatic career.
He wrote in all sixty-four dramatic works, using prose and
verse, and a wide variety of forms, including a number of
farces, light comedies, historical and legendary pieces, and
an opera, Irene de Otranto
.
He is at his best in the three
IeJ!i
9
act tragedy, of which 0 locura o santidad (1877) and El gran
Galeoto (1881) are by far the most outstanding.
Echegaray became immensely popular and remained the un-
disputed monarch of the Spanish theatre for thirty years.
Many of his works were produced successfully abroad. He was
admitted to the Royal Spanish Academy in 1894, and in 1904
shared the Nobel Prize for literature with Frederic Mistral.
Both the King of Sweden and the King of Spain conferred honors
upon him. His interest in the theatre continued to be active
until his death in 1916, but he lived to see himself sup-
planted by the moderns, Benavente, Martinez Sierra, the
Quintero brothers, and Linares Rivas. His extraordinary suc-
cess over such a long period had borne no fruit: the new drama
stemmed not from the modified romanticism of Echegaray, but
from the realism of his contemporary Benito Perez Galdos.'"
Ibsen had already turned his back on early nineteenth
century romanticism by the time Echegaray was launched on the
career that was to give it a renewed impetus in Spain. While
Ibsen was formulating the realistic ideal destined to revolu-
tionize the drama of Europe, Echegaray was setting out to re-
vive the passion, blood, and tears of a past era. Especially
in the plays of his first period (1874-1885), written for the
*2 /
^Galdos, according to Halfdan Gregersen ( op. cit . )
,
had
more intellectual affinity with Ibsen than Echegaray, and was
the one who really initiated the movement toward realism and a
more sober description of humanity, and away from melodrama,
in Spain.
,
f •' v
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5most pert in verse, and full of extreme situations, feverish
emotion, s cmbre atmosphere, and exaggerated theatrical effects,
does he recall the dramas of the Duque de Rivas, Larra, and
his own strict sense of moral justice. After 1885 a new phase
of his v/ork began, showing a more realistic technique, and
greater interest in character analysis. Practically all of
his plays after this time were written in prose, a prose which
tended toward over- exuberance and exaggeration, but which at
times reached heights of dramatic intensity. His plays con-
tinued to have a predominately romantic atmosphere, of in-
trigue, fantasy, and conflict resolved with blood. He himself
8 1 one time stated, "The sublime in art is found in tears,
pain, and death.
The moral purpose is always apparent in Echegaray’s
serious plays. He condemns religious fanaticism ( La muerte
en los labios ) , slander (La_ dud
a
,
El gra n Gale oto ) , the prob-
lem of abjection to truth when it involves the sacrifice of
innocent people (0 locura £ santidad ) , and self-righteousness
especiall;/ in the unworthy ( Los rigldos ) . The power the past
has to rise up and entrap the guiltless along with the guilty
Martinez de la Rosa.
~
His severe concept of honor ( Mancha cue
limpia
,
Mariana) arises from his study of Calderon, and from
^Outstanding among romantic Spanish dramatists.
5M. Romera- Navarro, Historia de la llteratura espanola,
p. 523.

6is a favorite theme. ( Msnsntial gue no s£ agota , Los rlgidos ,
Hi jo de hierro hi j o de carne , La muerte en los labios , as
well as El hi j o de don Juan.
)
The extent to which Echegaray was actually influenced
by Ibsen except in El hi j o de d on Juan
,
and how much he simply
shared with Ibsen the literary and scientific heritage of an
age, is a question on which critics are not in agreement.
g rjIsaac Goldberg and Ruth Lee Kennedy' find Ibsen’s presence in
Echegaray’ s work as early as 0 locura £ santidad , which is
built around a character similar in some ways to Brand. Both
Brand and Lorenzo create conflict by trying to live in con-
formity with absolute truth. F. Vizinet is also of the opin-
ion that Lorenzo is "ibsenien. 11 Dr. Goldberg^ finds that El
r>ran Galeoto was influenced greatly by Ibsen, while both Miss
Kennedy'1' 0 and Aurelio Espinosa^ find the influence of Ghosts
in Vida alemre y muerte trls te (1385), a drama which treats
6 Isasc Goldberg, Don Jose Echegaray
,
p. 197.
^Ruth Lee Kennedy, "The Indebtedness of Echegaray to
Ibsen," Sewanee Review
, p. 407.
Q
F. Vizinet, Les maitres du Roman Espagnol Contemporain,
d. 2S6.
Q
'"Goldberg, 0£. cit . , . p. 116.
10Kennedy, oo. cit
.
,
p. 409.
~~*~E1 ^ran Galeoto
,
edited with introduction, notes, and
vocabulary by Aurelio Espinosa. Quoted by Halfdan Gregersen,
0*0 • c i t • j 13* 1 1 •
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7realistically the life of a rake. Half dan Gregersen dismisses
all these possibilities on the grounds of chronology and the
availability of translations. He is of the opinion that "it
is useless to speak of Ibsen's influence in the Spanish thea-
tre before Echegaray wrote El hi ,j o de don Juan, ^ and con-
cerning the hereditary theme so often used by Echegaray, says;
The fact that the question of heredity plays an impor-
tant part in both works is insufficient evidence on which
to establish a case of influence, particularly when we
consider that Ibsen and Echegaray wrote when European
thought was occupied with Darwinism, and naturalism held
sway in literature
.
Constancio Ruiz classifies La dud
a
(1898) and El hombre negro
(1898), as well as El h i ,i
o
de don Juan
,
as "exaggerated,
til 4
sombre, and boring attempts at Ibsenism."
After examination of the evidence on both sides, it is
hard to see in any of Echegaray' s plays except EI_ hij o de don
Juan the influence of Ibsen. It seems logical, furthermore,
that had Echegaray used any other of Ibsen's plays as points
of departure for his own he would have ooenly admitted it, as
he did in the case of El_ hi,] o de don Juan .
l^Halfdan Gregersen, op. cit., p. 121.
13Loc_ c it .
^Cons tanc io Ruiz, Critica patriotica
,
p. 174.
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TEE CENTRAL IDEAS

9THE CENTRAL IDEAS
In his preface to The Son of Don Juan , Echegaray notes
as one of the "lamentable errors” of the critics the statement
that the underlying thought of the play is the same as that of
Ghosts
,
the play which was its source of inspiration.
Echegaray has not, in fact, merely worked over the ideas of
Ibsen to fit them into the Spanish scene. He was profoundly
moved by the portrayal of Oswald's Implacable destiny, and es-
pecially by his last symbolic reaching out for light. These
elements he introduced into his own work, the title of which
he significantly changed from Ghosts to The Son of Don Juan .
What are the ghosts that pervade the dim, cheerless,
and strictly ordered home of Mrs. Alving? First of all, there
are the ghosts of dead ideals-- ideals which have been shat-
tered, but whose remnants cling about; then there are the phan
toms that rise up and confront Mrs. Alving with a past she has
sought to bury forever; and last, there is the menacing spec-
tre of disease. This last, when it produces its final effect
of tragic horror, tends to obscure to a certain degree the
real meaning of the play. In reality, Ghosts is a tragedy
even before Mrs. Alving knows that her husbsnd's vicious liv-
ing is to claim her son. It is the tragedy of a woman who
feels all the supports of her moral being slipping away from
her, leaving nothing in their place. "I am fighting my battle
.-
J.
.
‘ l
.
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with ghosts, both within me and without, "15 says Mrs. Alving
wearily. The "ghosts without" are the least formidable, but
they are sufficiently dismaying. When Oswald, driven by the
dread of a final attack of the disease he knows will culminate
in idiocy, returns from the "great, free, glorious"^ artists'
life in Paris, he finds the atmosphere of his home oppressive
with the flavor of duty and philanthropy. The weather is
dreary, so he cannot seek diversion outdoors, and the only
young person in the house is Regina, his mother's housemaid.
He not unnaturally becomes bored and more and more afflicted
by the feeling of dread from which he had hoped to find relief.
He lounges around the house and sits a long time at table,
drinking and smoking. Mrs. Alving, who knows these signs of
restlessness as of old, is miserable for fear Oswald will seek
pleasure as his father did, outside. When he flirts with
Regina, the picture is completed. The children of Alving and
Joanna are following in their parents' footsteps. But after
her first exclamation of horror, Mrs. Alving comes to see the
matter in a different light. She believes that it is only
cowardice that keeps her from letting Oswald marry Regina if
he wants to--half-sister or no half-sister. Only there must
be nothing underhanded- -nothing of deceit, about whatever ar-
rangementsthey make. The "ghosts within" keep her from
l^Henrik Ibsen, Ghosts
,
p. 227.
16 Ibid.
,
p. 199.
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confessing to Oswald much earlier than she dees, the sham her
life has been.
Mrs . Alving . I am timid and faint hearted because of
the ghosts that hang about me and that I
never quite shake off.
Pastor Manders . What do you say hangs about you?
Mrs . Alving . Ghosts! When I heard Regina and Oswald ih
there, it was as though ghosts rose up
before me. Eut I almost think we are all
of us ghosts, Pastor Menders. It is not
only what we have inherited from, our fa-
ther and mother that "walks' 1 in us. It
is all sorts of dead ideas, lifeless old
beliefs, and so forth. They have no vi-
tality, but they cling to us all the same,
and we cannot shake them off. Whenever I
take up a newspaper, I seem to see ghosts
gliding between the lines. There must be
ghosts all the country over, as thick as
the sands of the sea. ' And then we are one
and all, so pitifully afraid of the
light! 17
In the causes of Mrs. Alving' s revolt against accepted
conventional ideas we find the real theme of Ghos ts . The
play is an attack on all ideals that become fetishes which
tUe,
destroy^ happiness of those who believe in them. The first of
Mrs. Alving’ s ideals to be shaken was that of a proper mar-
riage. She felt that she was doing right in accepting the
advice of her family and marrying Captain Alving because he
was considered a good match. The fact that she did not love
him, and, in fact, was half in love with Pastor Manders at
17 Ibid.
, p . 225 .
•
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the time, did not deter her. In marrying Alvins-, she acceded
to the established social custom of her day. Nevertheless,
as the result of her husband's infidelities, she found her
marriage a torment of indignities, and after a year, she fled
In the end she came to believe that she had been bribed into
the marriage relationship just as much as Engstrand had been,
and that the woman had a right to expect as much of a man as
he did of her.
Pastor Manders. Just think of it! For a miserable three
hundred dollars, to go and marry a fallen
woman
!
Mrs. Alving. Then what have you to say of me? I went
and married a fallen man.
Fas tor Manders . Why--good heavens! What are you talking
about! A fallen man!
Mrs. Alving. Do you think Alving was any purer when I
went with him to the altar than Joanna
when Engstrand married her?
Pastor Manders. Well, but there is a world of difference
between the two cases--
Mrs. Alving. Not so much difference after all--except
in the price: a miserable thrge hundred
dollars and a whole fortune. 8
In the tracks of this ideal of a socially correct mar-
riage fell another: the ideal of a good and righteous man,
the spokesman of accepted doctrines. When she left her hus-
band Mrs. Alving went to Pastor Manders for help and counsel.
18Ibid., p. 219.
'..
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He rebuked her harshly and sent her back to the oath of duty.
She obeyed, but from that moment besan to suspect his philoso-
phy, and in time to believe that he had committed a crime
aerainst them both. More and more she Questioned the narrow
rules society sets itself. When, in the course of the con-
versation quoted above. Pastor Manders attributes the violent
change in her to the books she has been reading, she replies,
Mrs . Alving . You are mistaken, my dear Pastor. It was
It took nearly twenty-five years to destroy entirely Mrs.
Alving’ s faith in Pastor Manders. During the course of the
action of the play, whatever may have been left of admiration
for his character is torn away by his hypocrisy and self-
righteousness. Any remaining respect for his intellect must
have fallen away at seeing him so easily victimized by
Engs tr and. The man she had once loved and honored, became un-
worthy of her hate.
you yourself who set me thinking; and I
thank you for it with all my heart.
Pastor Manders. II
Mrs . Alving . Yes --when you forced me under the yoke of
what you called duty and obligation; when
you lauded as right and proper what my
whole soul rebelled against as something
loathsome. It was then I began to look
into the seams of your doctrines. I
wanted only to pick at a single knot; but
when I had got that undone, the whole
thing ravelled out. en I understood
it was all machine sewn.
19 Ibid
.
,
p. 226.
i.
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Out of a sense of duty to her son, whose ideals she
wished to preserve, Mrs. Alving concealed from him and all the
world the wretchedness of her life with Alving. She kept the
hollow outer structure of ideal family life intact until her
husband's death; to insure his memory against the taint of
rumor, she used his fortune to found and endow an orphanage.
Later, she blamed herself for building up a barrier between
Oswald and the truth.
Mrs . Alving . .... I am such a coward.
Pastor Manders . You call it cowardice to do your plain
duty? Eeve you forgotten that a son
ought to love and honor his father and
mother?
Mrs. Alving. Do not let us talk in such general terms.
Let us ask: Ought Oswald to love and
honor Chamberlain Alving?
Pastor Manders. Is there no voice in your mother's heart
that forbids you to destroy your son's
ideals?
Mrs. Alving. But what about the truth?
Pastor Manders
.
But what about the ideals?
Mrs. Alving. Oh--ideals--ideals ! If only I were not
such a coward. ^0
And when the truth is finally told, she sees the waste of all
her years of effort to make Oswald love and respect his
father. She is shocked to find that since he never knew his
father, he is indifferent to whether he was good or bad.
20Ibid
.
,
p. 222
.• 181 O ' .... . • \ .
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Mrs. Alving.
Oswald
.
Mrs . Alvine; .
Oswald.
Ought not a son to love his father what-
ever happens?
When a son has nothing to thank his father
for? has never known him? Do you really
cling to that old superstition? You who
are so enlightened in other ways?
Can it be only a superstition?
Yes, surely you can see that, mother.
It's one of those notions that are current
in the world, and so on--
Mrs . Alvina . Ghosts!
Oswald . Yes, you may call them ghosts. 2^
Now it strikes home to her that she has not only failed in
preserving her son's ideals, but has sacrificed his love for
her in the process.
Mrs . Alving . Oswald! Then you don't love me, either!
Oswald You at least I know. And then you can be
so useful to me, now that I am ill. 22
Ibsen's play is a denunciation of narrow conventional-
ism and sham. It is not Ibsen, however, but Mrs. Alving who
is driven to rebellion against the entire set-up of society.
Mrs . Alving . . . . Oh, that perpetual law and order!
I often think that is what does all the
mischief in this world of ours. I must
have done with all this constraint and
insincerity. I must work my way out to
freedom. 2^
21 Ibid., p. 283.
22 Ibid
.
,
p. 284.
23 Ibid
.
,
p . 220
.
'
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To those who contended that the play preached nihilism, Ibsen
answered,
. . . Not at all. It is not concerned to preach any-
thing whatsoever. It merely points to the ferment of
nihilism going on under the surface, at home as elsewhere.
A Pastor Manders will always goad one or another Mrs.
Alving to revolt. And just because she is a woman, she
will, when she has begun, f?o to the utmost extremes.
There is no attack on ideals in The Son of Don Juan ;
there is no revolt. In shifting the emphasis from mother to
son--from a Mrs. Alving to a Lazaro, Echegaray has changed the
underlying theme of the play completely. He Is crying out
against a society which condones end even exalts profligacy;
the action of the play centers on the effect on its victim of
an inherited social disease. Lazaro, like Oswald, is doomed;
his whole generation is represented as a generation of weak-
lings. Eis best friend, Javier, has none of the joy of life
proper to his youth, but is stiff and formal and over- serious
.
Eis fiancee. Carmen, has tuberculosis, presumably inherited
from her father. Don Timoteo, sighing reminiscently over his
own youthful days, cannot understand why young people are not
what they used to be.
Timoteo . . . . Carmen, with her weak chest. Lazaro,
with his bad nerves, you with your over-
seriousness. We weren't like that!
24 Ibid
. ,
Introduction, p. xix.
.1. 3 3 ;c . .
.
0
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Javier * It may be because you were
• g. . different
. . . that we are as we are.''- ''
The ghosts of shattered Ideals are absent from this play, but
images of the past are there, and the shadow of evil. Don
Juan sees in his son's genius the fulfillment of the vague as-
pirations he had once felt. On that one occasion he had
reached out for something noble and fine beyond the sphere of
his own pleasures;
Juan . . . . Something like a new kind of love,
like a new desire, sprang up in me . . .
vague but ardent aspirations for something
very beautiful. In that instant I under-
stood that there is something more than
the pleasures of the senses
and all this, which never had a chance to
develop, or which was wasted through other
channels, in Lazaro will be talent, inspi-
ration, genius... 26
When Lazaro lies unconscious on the brink of the abyss, his
father remembers how he had awakened, in that very room, and
when he hears with anguish Lazaro' s last words, he mutters,
M I, too, asked for the sun. . ." Then there are the memories
aroused by the summer place-- the river, the balcony, the di-
vans, the rugs, but most of all^Paca. Like Regina, she is a
link between past and present, and her sombre figure is sym-
bolic of evil.
26The Son of Don Juan
,
p. 128.
56 Ibid
.
,
p. 76.
...
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In giving his play the title The Son of Don Juan
,
Echegaray has added another chapter to the Don Juan theme in
literature. Don Juan Tenorio was christened by Tirso de
Molina in the Spanish Golden Age, but he has always existed In
Spain. As a literary figure, he has taken his place by the
side of Don Quixote, Hamlet, and Faust, but never has his
character been interpreted elsewhere as it is understood in
27
the country where it originated. Tirso 1 s Don Juan, in the
Op
seventeenth century, and Zorilla’ s,~" in the nineteenth, is
young, aristocratic, handsome, and full of the joy of life.
He deceives men, dishonors women, kills his opponents, breaks
his vows, boasts of his intrigues, and yet is not repulsive or
utterly despicable. In all the world he respects only valor;
he believes in God, but does not fear Him. No thought of
death or judgment clouds the enjoyment of his exploits. When
he dies, it is by no mortal hand. In Tirso’ s play he is con-
demned forever; in Zorilla's he is saved from eternal damna-
tion because he has really fallen in love.
A character like Don Juan would not have sprung up in
Norway, where in the closely knit, narrow society depicted by
Ibsen a man's career might be ruined by the breath of a scan-
dal. Karsten Bernick, had he lived in Spain, might -have had
^Samuel Waxman, “The Don Juan Legend in Literature.''
OO
"-"'Zorilla's play, Don Juan Tenorio
,
is presented yearly
in Seville on All Saints' Day.

19
his youthful love affair with a pretty actress and still have
become a pillar of society without basins his life on decep-
tion. To say of a man, in Spain, that he is a Tenorio, is not
to insult him, but rather to compliment him on his manliness.
The fear of scandal is of scandal when it concerns the wife or
daughter; women must be kept pure, as a question of honor.
Girls are carefully chaperoned and allowed very little liberty
boys are expected to go out and learn the ways of the world
when they are still quite young. The parade of abandoned chil
dren through Echegaray's works shows how he felt about this
system, with its far-reaching possibilities for harming guilty
and innocent alike.
The lack of real censure of loose living when it con-
cerns a man is well depicted in the first scenes of The Son
of Don Juan . Don Nemesio and Don Timoteo are typical Span-
iards. Both have been a bit wild as young men, but neither
has gone so far as their host, who avows that his patron saint
is Don Juan Tenorio. While they badger Don Juan good natured-
ly about his past, it is quite evident that they really admire
him and are even somewhat envious of the life he has led.
Don Juan Mejia has a respected place in the community
in spite of the fact that everyone knows all about him. Un-
like Mrs. Alving, Doha Dolores is not faced with the problem
of building up any legend to protect her husband’s good name.
The general acceptance of the double standard with all its
.
.
-
• .
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Implications does not, however, make Spanish women like it.
Dolores would not have fled from her situation, but it cost
her many tears. Like Mrs. Alving, she sent her son away from
home so that he would not lose respect for his father. Lazaro
comes home as soon as he is out of his teens, and. it is inter-
esting to note that although he considers himself in no sense
to have indulged in riotous living, he admits to having had
several love affairs and even two duels, in Madrid. Why then,
it may be asked, is he so shocked when Dr. Bermudez classifies
his father as a libertine? The answer seems to lie in the
fact that in the first place, Lazaro had never thought of his
father except with the love and respect due a parent, and in
the second place, the ugly nature of the disease he had in-
herited made the term libertine unutterably revolting to him.
The original Don Juan, it must be remembered, was proud of the
fact that he seduced only the purest of women; his would-be
prototypes in Spanish society could not make that boast. They
inevitably descended to the lowest levels, and the results of
their sordid conquests were often far from glorious or
romantic .
Even when Dolores, after putting up with her erring hus
band for twenty-five years with little audible complaint, is
faced with the fact of her son’s illness, she bursts into re-
proach only once and ends by forgiving Don Juan. In her dis-
pair she clings to the man who has ruined her whole life and
f ? "©xi • '
. inp'iGCf ©
.
.
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her son's as well.
The best that can be said of the Spanish concept of
morality is that at least it does not reflect hypocrisy, as is
bound to be the case in communities where social norms are at
the other, puritanical, extreme. That the double standard was
taken for granted in Ibsen's Norway as well as in Echegaray's
Spain is shewn by the passage about the "fallen man" already
quoted. That men would have their escapades was accepted as
inevitable, but they must by no means be found out. A woman
was not expected to sin at all or shew any other signs of an
independent spirit. Just as in Spain, she was brought up to
be a domestic adornment, pliant, patient, and selfless. Those
who revolted from this ideal in Ibsen's day, as Lona did, and
Nora, and finally Mrs. Alving, were looked upon with violent
distaste and indignation by society.
On reading Ibsen's Ghosts
,
Echegaray was struck by the
dramatic way in which a father's dissolute living claimed his
son. He must have been struck too by the character of Alving,
who, as described in the play, embodies characteristics both
of the rather likable ideal Don Juan and of the repulsive real
one. Here arose his purpose: to tear down the romantic aura
which has been built up about Don Juan and show him as he is,
a corrupting force in society, just as Ibsen, with the same
point of departure, had attempted to break down the sanctimoni
ous aura which hanfrs about narrow conventionalism and show it
as it really is, a force for evil.
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TEXTUAL SIMILARITIES
Because of the narrowing down of the theme, the plot of
Echegaray's play is much less complex than that of Ghosts . In
the latter play, various strands are masterfully woven to-
gether to show the blighting effects of slavery to ideals: the
relationships between Pastor Manders and Mrs. Alving, Regina
and Engs trend, Engs tr and and Manders, Regina and Oswald, and
Oswald and his mother. Oswald’s character is probably the
least well drawn of the five who appear in the play; he has,
29
all in all, very little to say. In contrast, the action of
The Son of Don Juan revolves about Lazaro and the effects of
his disease on what he thinks and does as well as upon the
lives of those who love him.
Echegaray does, however, follow Ibsen very closely In
some respects, particularly In regard to the progress of the
disease . 30 He gives a great deal more emphasis than Ibsen to
the psychological effects of dread and uncertainty, but most
of the physical aspects are derived from Ghosts and simply
enlarged upon. In both cases, the victims complain of fatigue
Oswald’s lines compose about one-ninth of the total
number.
30 It is doubtful v/hether either had any actual case in
mind: the description given fits a case of primary infection
better than a hereditary case. Hereditary syphilis is ordi-
narily detected early in childhood.
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and inability to get down to work. The first we hear of
Oswald is that he is "asleep in the middle of the day"^
"dreadfully tired after the journey." Soon afterwards he
tells Pastor Manders that he hasn’t been able to work for some
time.’'' In Act II he complains that he cannot set to work at
anything. 3 "* Lazaro ’s mother tells Carmen, early in Act I, 33
that Lazaro hasn’t written for days because he is so tired.
In Act II, Lazaro complains that he can’t organize his ideas,
"I haven’t any ideas . . . They come like a flock of birds,
fly about in a circle, and go away again.
"
3^ Similarly Oswald
in Act II, telling his mother how he was first affected by his
illness, says "I couldn't work any more ... I could form no
definite images, everything swam before me, whirling round and
round.
In both plays the high point of the Interview with the
doctor comes in the same relative position. In Ghosts
,
Oswald
Is repeating to his mother the words of the Paris physician;
3
^Ghosts, P* 160.
32Ibid.
,
P» 172.
33Ibid. P- 191.
34Ibid. p. 242.
3
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in the other play, Lazaro is finding out the truth for the
first time from Dr. Bermudez. Both scenes occur about two-
thirds of the way through the second act and are quite similar
at the crucial point:
Oswald
.
At last he said: '’There has been something
worm-eaten in you from jrour birth." He
used that very word--vermoulu.
Mrs. Alving. What did he mean by that?
Oswald. I didn’t understand either, and begged him
to explain himself more clearly. And then
the old cynic said (clenchins his fist)
Oh!
Mrs. Alving. What did he say?
Oswald He said, "The sins of the fathers are
visited upon the children."
Mrs. Alving. The sins of the fathers !
Oswald I very nearly struck him in the face.°^
Dr. Bermudez, who does not know that the patient under discus-
sion is the one who sits before him, tells Lazaro:
Burmudez . Not with impunity can the well springs of
life be corrupted. The son of that father
will end soon in insanity or idiocy. A
madman or an imbecile 1 That is his fate.
Lazaro. Ah, no- -What--My f ather-- 1-- It 1 s a lie, a
lie’ 39
There is a difference here, however, in the reaction of
the victim in each case. Oswald, although convinced, at this
38Ghosts
,
p. 247
39The Son of Don Juan, p. 110.
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point in the olay, that his illness is his own fault, and not
his father's, wishes it were otherwise,
Oswald. If it had only been something inherited
—
something one wasn't responsible for! But
this! To have thrown away so shamefully,
thoughtlessly, recklessly, one's own hap-
piness, one's own health, everything in
the world--one's future, one's very life
i 40
Lazaro prefers to take the blame upon himself,
Lazaro . Not a word about my father--not a word! I
was reckless myself, when I was in Madrid,
and this insanity is mine, all mine . ±J-
Oswald does not tell his mother the whole truth until nearly
the end. Dolores finds out before Lazaro does, in her inter-
view with Dr. Bermudez, but she hopes against hope that her
son's disease is a sort of nervous disorder which may be
straightened out with rest and care. Both Oswald and Lazaro
felt that their insanity would take the form of idiocy.
Oswald, in telling his mother his real fears, says.
Oswald
.
But this is so unutterably loathesome. To
become a little baby again! To have to be
fed! To have to--ch. it's not to be spo-
ken of
.
L2
And Lazaro, near the end of Act III, confesses to Carmen, who
has been kept in ignorance of his real condition,
4QGhos ts
,
p. 249.
43- The Son of Don Juan
,
p. 112.
4
^Ghosts
,
p. 289.
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Lazaro . It’s that they say that I am going to for-
get you- -that I won’t know you- -you will
be near me--and I--I will be--without know-
ing it--like a baby, an idiot. °
In the final catastrophe, Echegaray uses the same words
44
as Ibsen, for the reasons set forth in the preface. The ac-
tion accomnanying them and their effect, is, however, differ-
ent. When Lazaro awakens, he looks right into the sun and
says, "How pretty. .. .Mother, give me the sun." Oswald, who
has been so depressed by the rainy weather and his own dark
thoughts, does not even see the sun when it rises, but, with
his back to the window, looks straight before him as he says,
"Give me the sun. Mother, give me the sun."
Both Mrs. Alving and Dolores are very possessive, and
would, if they could, be the sole parents of their sons.
Pastor Manders . When Oswald appeared there, in the doorway,
with the pipe in his mouth, I could have
sworn I saw his father, large as life.
Oswald . No, really?
Mrs . Alving . Oh, how can you say so? Oswald takes
after me.^
Later, on telling Pastor Manders her motives for building the
Ornhanage, Mrs. Alving gives as one reason her determination
that Oswald inherit nothing from his father-- "My son shall
^The Son of Don Juan
,
p. 142.
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have everything from me- -everything. 1,46 Dolores, soliloa.uiz-
ing, says,
Dolores . I have my son! but oh, that he had never
had a f ather—Above all, that father!
That he could have burst spontaneously out
of my love, as the wave from the sea, or
the light from the sun! So that he would
be mine, wholly mine. But after all, I
shall not complain Even if he looked
like his father, and he doesn’t, Lazaro is
mine and mine alone.
Toward the end, Lazaro and Oswald alike reject the kind
of lives they have been given by their parents. Oswald tries
to make his mother promise to give him a fatal dose of mor-
phine when the final attack comes. His mother, horrified,
protests
,
Mrs . Alving. I, who gave you life?
Oswald . I never asked you for life. And what sort
of life have you given me? I will not
have it--you shall have it back.
Lazaro, after renouncing Carmen because of what he knows about
himself, cries out,
Lazaro . Father! Father! You are my father, save
me now
.
Juan . Yes, I will save you, as I gave you life.
46 Ibid
.
,
p. 211.
~^The Son of Don Juan
, p. 83.
48Ghos ts
,
p. 292.
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Lazaro . You gave me life-- but that is not enough.
Give me more life, or cursed be that which
you gave me!^
In both pla7/s the sons turn from their mothers in the last
scene. Oswald wishes he might have gone off to Peris with
Regina, who, he thinks, would have given him some pleasure in
life while he retained his sanity, and release from life when
the final attack came. Lazaro, when he feels himself sinking
into the abyss, turns to Paca, the old servant bound to his
family by ties he knows nothing of. Both Oswald and Lazaro
have bitter recollections of their childhoods. The years at
boarding school were unhappy ones, and they resented being
sent away. All Oswald remembers about his father is that he
once made him sick by giving him his pipe to smoke; Lazaro can-
not forget how his father, during a violent dispute with his
mother, pushed him away.
4
9
The Son of Don Juan
, p. 124 .
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STRUCTURE
The structure of Ghosts is at once mere classical and
more modern than that of The Son of Don Juan . In carrying out
his purpose of making his clay as nearly like a real experi-
50
ence as possible, Ibsen conforms strictly to the so-called
classical unities. The tragedy takes place within less than
twenty-four hours--from the middle of one day to dawn of the
next-- the setting is the same throughout, and there is no sub-
plot or comic relief. The action of The Son of Don Juan
,
on
the other hand, covers an indefinite period of probably about
three months; the setting is changed from the city to the
country home of Don Juan, and, although there is no sub-plot,
there are a number of humorous scenes which serve to make the
51tone of the play less austere.
The time element within the acts is skilfully handled
in both plays. The first act of Ghosts begins in the early
afternoon and. ends as dinner is served, and there is suffi-
cient action to make the passage of this much time seem plaus-
ible. The second act begins right after dinner and ends when
^Ghosts
,
Introduction, p. xxv : "He is under the sway
of a prosaic ideal--conf essed in the phrase, ’My object was to
make the reader feel that he was going through a piece of real
experience . '
"
51The Son of Don Juan ; Act I, Scenes 1, 2, and 3; Act
II, Scene 1; Act III, Scene 1.
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the fire is discovered in the Orphanage. The razing of the
orphanage takes place between acts two and three, and it is
very late when the characters return to the house at the open-
ing of Act III, which ends at dawn. The first act of The Son
of Don Juan takes place from after dinner until late that
night. Between scenes three and nine, three of the characters
go to the theatre and return, but this is no more of a strain
on the imagination than Pastor Mender’s prayer meeting in Act
II of Ghosts
,
which takes place in an interval of twenty pages
of dialogue. There is an interval of a few days between Act I
of the Spanish play end Act II, in which the acting time cor-
responds to the time covered in the story. The final act of
the play lasts from, one in the morning until dawn. The men-
tion of the exact hour at the beginning of the acts tends to
detract from the illusion of coincidence between supposed and
actual lapse of time.
Ibsen discards a great many conventionalities retained
by Echegaray. There is no division into scenes in Ghosts .
Echegaray follows the French usage and his drama contains
twenty- six scenes in all. In Ghosts no trace is found of the
soliloquy and the aside. Echegaray makes frequent use of them
In doing so, he follows the accepted stage tradition of the
time in Spain, but the devices seem strangely out of place in
a modern play. One of Lazaro's soliloquies is a page and a
half lcnf?; he has two shorter ones in Act III. Asides abound.
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In some scenes they must represent a real problem to the actor
If he is to maintain any illusion of reality. This is parti-
cularly true in Act II, Scene 1, when, right in front of his
father, Lazaro tells of his symptoms, his misgivings about
himself, and his plan to send for Dr. Bermudez. His father,
busy with his books, is supposed not to hear.
The exposition of the Spanish play is also much more
conventionally treated than that of Ghost s . Echegaray makes
use of a rather time-worn device in the opening scenes--a con-
versation over the coffee table. During the course of this
conversation we learn about Don Juan’s dissolute past, his
connection with Paca, and his attitude toward his long-
suffering wife. We are told that his son is extremely tal-
ented, having already made a name for himself in Madrid, that
he is subject to nervous attacks, and that he is in love with
Don Timoteo’s delicate and sensitive young daughter. This is
practically all we need to know about what has happened before
the play opens, except what is told about Lazaro’ s childhood
and youth in the scene between Lazaro and Bermudez in Act II.
A great deal more exposition has to be got out of the
way in the first act of Ghos ts than in The Son of Don Juan
,
but it is done in such an inobstrusive way that the reader is
hardly aware that it is going on. The story of Regina, for
example, is not told all at once but in a piecemeal fashion.
In the beginning of the act we are told that her mother was a
.
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servant in the Alvins home before her marriage, and some men-
tion is made of an Englishman who gave her three hundred dol-
lars. It is not until the end of the act that thw whole story
comes out. About Oswald we learn that he has been suffering
from fatigue, that he has not been able to paint, that he
spent his childhood away from home, and that he has just re-
turned from Paris for the dedication of the Orphanage erected
in the memory of his father. We also find out that Alving has
been dead for ten years and. that he had continued to live a
dissolute life right up to the end. We learn a great deal
about Mrs. Alving's married life, her one instance of open re-
bellion, and her reactions to Pastor Handers' advice. All
this information is pertinent to plot development and reveal-
ing of character, and it is brought out so skilfully that, as
William Archer states, it is "indistinguishably merged with
the action." 52
In the introduction to Ghosts Archer points out a num-
ber of flaws, among which are two that may logically be con-
sidered in this section.
. . . One of them is the prominence, given to the fact
that the Asylum is uninsured. No doubt there is some sym-
bolical purport in the circumstance, but I cannot think
that it is either sufficiently clear or sufficiently im-
portant to justify the emphasis thrown upon it at the end
of the second act. Another dubious point is Oswald's argu-
ment in the first act as to the expensiveness of marriage
CZQ
^Henrik Ibsen, Pillars of Society . Introduction by
William Archer, d. xxii.
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as compared with free union. Since the parties to free
union, as he describes it, accept all the responsibilities
of marriage, and only pretermit the ceremony, the differ-
ence of expense, one would, suppose, must be neither more
nor less than the actual marriage fee. ^
Prom a present-day standpoint it is indeed difficult to see
why there is so much talk about insurance in Ghos ts
,
since a
building like the Orphanage would be insured today as a matter
of course. The scruples that apparently existed among the
members of Pastor Menders' flock seem incomprehensible now,
and this detracts considerably from the effectiveness of the
dialogue. Prom one point of view, however, Ibsen was justi-
fied in giving the importance he did to the fact that the
building was finally not insured. Mrs. Alving had made it
clear that she would not rebuild the Orphanage if it should be
destroyed. The Orphanage burned down, and with it the whole
structure of the lie which Mrs . Alving had lived. It is to
bring out this finality that the prosaic words of Pastor
Manders, “And we left it uninsured!'’ end Act II. Ironically
enough. It transpires later on In the play that some of the
money set aside for the operating expenses of the Orphanage
will be used to finance Engstrand's disreputable house for
sailers, which he is going to christen “The Chamberlain Alving
Home.” Oswald believes that this too will burn down.
5 '^Ghosts
,
Introduction, p. xxvi.
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Oswald
.
Mrs. Alving.
Oswald
It will burn down like the other.
What makes you think so?
Everything will burn. All that recalls
father's memory is doomed. Here am I,
54too, burning down.
Archer's second critic ' sm needs little discussion. If
Oswald's Paris friends did not marry it was on all likelihood
because of their convictions rather than because of their pov-
erty. The reason Oswald gives for their living as they did is
either a subtle Indication of his lack of perception, or it is
as Archer says, a ’’dubious point.”
In The Son of Don Juan there is a flaw which makes the
action less plausible. Dr. Bermudez is presented as being a
psychiatrist of international fame, yet he makes a diagnosis
without seeing his patient even once. In violation of pro-
fessional ethics and plain common sense, he is led Into talk-
ing over the case with Lazaro. In spite of his presumed ex-
perience with mentally diseased patients, he fails to suspect,
from Lazaro' s reactions, that he is the real patient. Not
until he has pronounced his terrible sentence does he realize
his error. Instead of perceiving the strain Lazaro is under
at the beginning of the interview, he vainly attributed his
overpoliteness to respect and awe of himself. The frequent
asides mar this otherwise moving scene still further, since it
54 Ibid.
,
p. 274.
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see why Dr*. Bermudez does not overhear them:
Mother-last night- -what is he talking
about?
• •••••••••••• •••••••
What's this all about? What relative is
this? It's not truel Good Godl
Her tears--when she came home. What is he
saying, this man?
My head! Oh, my head!
It is I! It is I! Oh! I must be calm.^
It may be, of course, that it is with satirical intent that
Echegaray makes Dr. Bermudez singularly obtuse in this matter;
this possibility will be considered in the chapter on charac-
terization.
5
^
The Son of Don Juan
, pp. 107-109.
is difficult to
Lazaro
.
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CHARACTERIZATION
Only two of the characters of Ghosts
,
Oswald and Mrs.
Alving, find direct counterparts in The Son of Don Juan .
Regina is reflected vaguely in the figure of Paca; Pastor
Manders and Engstrand. are omitted entirely. Seven new charac-
ters are added, of whom only Lazaro's father and Carmen, his
fiancee, are significant of the change in theme.
Mrs. Alving is unoues tionably the dominating person-
ality of Ghosts ; her counterpart Dolores is overshadowed both
by Lazaro, her son, and Don Juan, her husband. The characters
of Dolores and Mrs. Alving, as they are presented to us, are
poles apart. They must, hov/ever, have been similar in many
respects at the time of their respective m.arr iages--dutiful
,
idealistic young women who conformed unoues tioningly to the
conventions of their societies. In spite of disillusionment
and suffering, Dolores changes little during her twenty-five
years of marriage to a Tenorio. Mrs. Alving' s experience al-
ters her character radically, and she continues to develop
intellectually even during the course of the play.
Dolores married for love; Mrs. Alving married out of
duty to her family, who desired her to make a good match. She
was prepared to learn to love her husband and became a model
wife, absorbed in making a model home. She never shared her
husband's pleasure-loving moods, and he soon went back to the
..
.
.
.
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dissolute life he had led before marriage. After a year Mrs.
Alvins left her husband. This act of rebellion would never
have occurred to Dolores, or, for that matter, to any of her
friends. Divorce might have been Mrs. Alving's salvation, but
for Dolores it was not even a possibility. Severely rebuked
by Pastor Msnders, from whom she sought advice, Mrs. Alving
went back to a life which was loathsome to her in order to do
her duty by society. It was then that she began to rebel in-
tellectually against all that Pastor Manders stood for. While
her ideals crumbled around her, however, she spent all her
energy in keeping up appearances of decorous family life. She
was determined to shield her son, born the year after her re-
turn to Alving, from knowledge of his father's character. To
accomolish this puroose she sent the boy away to boarding
school as soon as he was old enough and managed her husband's
business affairs. She felt secure as long as Alving kept his
respected place in the community; he was a likable man, whom
no one could easily think ill of. When he died, she made
plans for the Orphanage that was to clear her husband's name
from any hint of scandal, and use the money which had made him
a good match in such a way that Oswald would not inherit any
of it. Then only, she believes, will her son be all hers.
Dolores had no such problem to face. Everyone knew about Don
Juan, and he still had a comfortably respectable place in so-
ciety. Her great sacrifice was sending her son away, so that
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he would not witness scenes which might lessen his respect for
his father. She bore the separation with resignation and with •
out bitterness, and remained idealistic, hopeful, and eager.
Her son home with her once more, she delights in helping along
his courtship of Carmen, More expressive and emotional than
Mrs. Alving and less intellectual, she keeps her house and
Poes to church and lets modern ideas alone. Only once, when
she finds out the truth about Lazaro, does she rise up and re-
proach her husband to his face. In an impassioned speech all
her pent-up resentment comes pouring out. Then she forgives
him, for her son’s sake. Even this much of an outburst on the
part of a wife must have shocked a nineteenth century Spanish
audience
.
The effect of reading the "revolutionary" books which
so horrified Pastor Manders, and years of solitary reflection,,
caused Mrs. Alving to question every aspect of conventional
morality. She began to believe more in the joy of life and
even blamed herself for repelling her gay, pleasure-loving
husband by her too-militant dutifulness. Here she erred, as
Alving was past saving when she married him. During the
course of the 'play all this turmoil that has been going on in-
side of Mrs. Alving breaks out in the expression of the most
extreme opinions. Her retort that her marriage to a fallen
man was on a par with Engstrand’s to a fallen woman was shock-
ing in her day; her declaration that she would countenance a
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marriage between Oswald and his half-sister is shocking in
ours. Once she knows of Oswald's burden of dread, she is
willing to do anything for his happiness; he will not be sac-
rificed to any ideal or convention whatsoever. Out of her
love and loneliness, she yearns for happiness at least for
him.
In her attitude toward the man for whom she had once
felt admiration and affection, Mrs. Alving is neither bitter
nor yet forgiving. She no longer believes in his doctrines,
is impatient with his stodgy moralizing, and it is plain that
she has lost every shred of respect for his intelligence. Her
treatment of Pastor Manders is at once patronizing and half-
humorously malicious. When Pastor Manders is shocked at her
son's opinions on marriage, her comment is, "I say that Oswald
jr r*
was right in every word." Again, when Pastor Manders pro-
tests at the idea of marriage between Oswald and his half sis-
ter, Mrs. Alving replies, "So far as that goes, they say we
are all sprung from connections of that sort."^7 At the end
of Act I, when the Orphanage is burning, she dismisses his pro
nouncement, "Mrs. Alving, it is a judgment on this abode of
lawlessne ss
,
" with a careless "Yes, of course."'"'"'
D6Ohosts
, p. 200.
57 Ibid., p. 225.
58Ibid., p. 264.
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Dolores would have been incapable of a flippant retort
of any kind. Everything she says is poignant and sincere, ex-
pressive of her loving and emotional nature, while Mrs. Alvingjs
speech is matter of fact, terse, and incisive. As characters,
they are comparable only in that they occupy parallel posi-
tions in the two plays. Dolores is admittedly a weak charac-
ter, but she is not, as Miss Kennedy would have her, a "pale
copy" 59 of Mrs. Alving.
There is one point in connection with Mrs. Alving' s ac-
tions that seems entirely inconsistent with the love she bears
her son. Oswald is only sixteen or seventeen when his father
dies; yet he is twenty-six or twenty-seven when the play opens
It is plain that he has never been at home for any length of
time in the interim. Mrs. Alving, on the death of her husband,
was a widow with means, and she had no immediate family ties.
Her son was still an adolescent boy. She could not have saved
him from ultimate destruction, but she might have given her-
self at least ten happy years by being with him. If his ar-
tist's career required him to live in Rome or Paris, there was
nothing to prevent her goine: there to make a home for him and
to enjoy his companionship and his success. Instead she
stayed in her lonely house, with Regina, who served only as a
bitter reminder of the past. Prom the point of view of
59Ruth Lee Kennedy, on. cit
.
,
p. 402.
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dramatic effectiveness it is undoubtedly better to have the
scene laid in Norway, but this could have been easily arranged
by having the play begin sooner, say, six months after Alvlng's
death. As the play stands, the lapse of time makes Mrs.
Alving endure two martyrdoms-- one during her nineteen years of
marriage and the other, a self-inflicted one, for ten years
afterwards
.
Concerning the characterization of Oswald, Archer says
in his introduction,
. . . Oswald might not quite unfairly be described as
simply and solely his father's son, an object lesson in
heredity. We cannot be said to know him, individually
and intimately. . .
This criticism is justified, at least in part. Ibsen has made
Oswald so unemotional, stiff, and inexpressive, that he re-
veals very little about himself except the traits which make
him appear to resemble his father. This is in great contrast
to the characterization of Lazaro, who is represented as hav-
ing inherited little except the disease from his father and
around whose complex and poetic nature, haunted by fear and
tantalized by happiness just out of his grasp, the whole play
revolves. Oswald's characterization is weakened by the fact
that he shows no development or change during the play. He
knows his doom before the play starts. Lazaro, on the other
6Q(jhos ts
,
Introduction, p. xxv.
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hand, does not discover his until near the end of Act II.
Even after that, he is given a chance to hope again, before
the final catastrophe. The effect of aoproaching insanity is
very minutely described: we see Lazaro in the actual process
of losing his mind. Oswald, on the other hand, is completely
lucid right uo to the end, although somewhat nervous and
irritable
.
It is partly because Oswald has given up hope already
when the olay begins, that we see his character in an unfavor-
able light. If he is restless and morose, it is because he is
plagued by his dismal thoup'hts. It was to get away from the
feeling of dread that he came home to stay with his mother;
finding no relief in her company, he resorts to drinking and
making love to the maid. It is now that he seems indeed his
father's son. Prom what is said of his career as an artist,
however, it would seem that he had led a happy and productive
life up until the first attack of his illness, and there is
no indication of his having led a dissolute life.
When Lazaro first begins to realize that something is
wrong with him, he tries to take the whole thing lightly. In
the soliloquy in Act II he analyzes the reasons why he should
be happy, and reveals the extent to which his happiness is
bound up with the love of those dear to him. He has a loving
nature and is dependent on the affection of others; whereas
Oswald is indifferent and even cruel, to his mother. When
.-
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Lazaro finds out the truth about his condition, he refuses,
out of a sense of filial loyalty, to believe that his father
is to blame, and is eager to take the blame upon himself. It
is an emotional reaction. Oswald, with his mother’s letters
fresh in his memory finds no reason to believe that his father
could have been a reprobate, but none the less he wishes that
the disease were inherited, so that he would not have to feel
himself responsible.
The most difficult test for Lazaro ' s character is when
he is faced with the moral necessity of rejecting Carmen. Ke
is not selfish or depraved and cannot drag her down with him.
Oswald, on the other hand, wants to marry Regina, -with whom
he is not even in love, so that the remainder of his life will
be more endurable. He has no thought of the possible effect
of such a union on Regina’s well-being.
Isaac Goldberg finds Lazaro an *"eff eminate genius,"
showing "something of the sickly aestheticism of Oscar
61Wilde." To support his opinion, he refers to the scene in
which Lazaro insists that Javier see to it that Carmen does
not come in and find him sleeping if he looks ridiculous. In
the first place, the tone of this part of the scene is one of
good-natured raillery. Lazaro is trying to demonstrate to
his friend that he is not at all worried about the attack he
61Goldberg, cjd. cit
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is recovering from and that his wild words have been mere ex-
pressions of a poetic temperament. Moreover, a man does not
have to be effeminate, or an aesthete, for that matter, to
wish to be seen at his best rather than his worst by the girl
he loves. Lazaro is high strung, sensitive, and imaginative
in the extreme, but he is also manly and courageous, to a much
greater extent than Oswald.
The most significant character change in The Son of Don
Juan is the omission of Pastor Manders . The reasons for this
omission are not far to seek. Pastor Manders represents
Puritanism, conventionalism, and hypocrisy, elements which do
not form a part of the framework of the Spanish play at all.
There is no need to have a spiritual guardian to preach moral
sermons to Dolores; she is a conformist as it is, and a devout
Catholic
.
In the character of Pastor Manders Ibsen is not sati-
rizing an individual, but a type: he is showing what he thinks
of the theologians of his country. After Ghosts was published,
it was, according to Ibsen, more generally misinterpreted in
Norway than anywhere else. He explains this fact in a letter
to George Brandes
:
. . . In that country a great many of the critics are
theologians, more or less disguised, and these gentlemen
are, as a rule, quite unable to write rationally about
creative literature. That enfeeblement of judgment which,
at least in the case of the average man, is an inevitable
consequence of prolonged theological studies, betrays it-
self more especially in the judging of human character,
—/
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human actions, and human motives. Practical business
judgment, on the other hand, does not suffer so much from
studies of this order. Therefore the reverend gentlemen
are very often excellent members of local boards; but
they are unques tionably our worst critics.
This obtuseness in regard to human values and relationships is
brought out strongly in Mander's attitude toward Oswald and
Mrs. Alving; it is carried to the point of ridicule when he is
made a dupe of by Engstrand.
If Echegaray had wished to satirize the clergy in his
play, he would have done so, for although he was a Catholic,
he had, in other works, been critical of Catholics and Protes-
tants alike . 65 He would not, however, have used a Pastor
Menders to accomplish his purpose. When priests were made the
object of satire in Spain, it was not on the grounds that they
were over-puritanical or lacking in intelligence, but that
they were guilty of worldliness, sensuality, and greed.
The character who in The Son of Don Juan occupies the
place of Pastor Manders in importance, is Don Juan. The type
of person one condemns without despising, he is the legendary
Don Juan grown old. Kis days of conquest are over, and he
lives in the past, sentimentally exchanging tidbits of history
with his cronies, and gloating over the one triumph of which
he can legitimately be proud--his son. If he had died before
^Ghosts
,
Introduction, p. xviii.
6<r;En el o ilar y en l_a cruz
.
La muerte en los labios
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the play began, he would have gone to the hereafter without a
qualm about his past. He feels, in fact, that he is responsi-
ble for his son’s extraordinary talent: it is his one pure as-
piration coming to fruition. Ee is not in the least repentant
about his treatment of his wife. She has always been first
with him, he says. Never for a moment has he suspected that
the effects of his debauchery will outlive him. When he finds
out, he is aghast:
Juan. I have been wicked, but I have not wanted
to hurt anyone. I didn’t know such a
thing could happen. If they had only told
me ! 64
And at the very end, when Lazaro rejects his parents and calls
for Paca, he cries out in anguish, :'0h, my Lazaro! My happi-
ness 1 My punishment I
Engstrand, the whining scoundrel of Ghosts
,
has no
parallel in The Son of Don Juan . Regina is reflected to a
certain degree in Paca. Regina is the physical reminder of
Alving’s past, Paca of Don Juan’s. Oswald treats Regina with
familiarity and invites her to drink champagne with him;
Lazaro persuades Paca to drink with him and tell him of her
youth. Oswald feels that Regina is his only salvation. Simi-
larly Lazaro turns to Paca just before the end. Halfdan
^The Son of Don Juan
,
p. 119.
65Ibid., p. 149.
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Gregersen carries the parallel too far, however, in comparing
Oswald’s "morbid infatuation" for Regina to Lazaro’ s "mad
attraction" 66 to Paca. If Lazaro shows at times a kindly tol-
erance toward Paca, he is at other times repelled by her.
When he sees her that last evening, moving about among them,
with her black dress and shawl, he experiences an instinctive
shudder of revulsion. For some reason unknown to him, she
casts a shadow over them all. Regina is a flesh and blood
girl, a clear-cut characterization; whereas Paca has more im-
portance as a symbol than as a person.
A great deal of human feeling is added to Echegarav’s
play be the presence of Carmen. Weak, ineffectual, little
thing that she is, she is strong and loyal in her love. She
cannot understand Lazaro. His fantasies baffle her, but her
trust is implicit and childlike. Her idolization of Lazaro,
her faith in him even after he rejects her, her refusal to
leave him when hope is gone, add poignancy and significance to
the tragedy. Her characterization would have been even more
effective had she not been represented as suffering from tuber-
culosis, a disease evidently regarded by Echegaray as heredi-
tary, and in some way passed on from Don Timoteo to Carmen as
the result of the excesses of his youth.
Gregersen, ojd. cit
.
,
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Carmen
.
Dolores
.
Well, father is a good man and he loves me
a great deal.
Oh, yes, he is a good man. But if he was
going to love you so much, he should have
given you stronger lungs
.
It is inartistic to have the hereditary disease motif carried
out in two characters. Moreover, the romantic but quite un-
scientific attitude toward Carmen’s cough is rather shocking
to a modern reader.
Don Timoteo and Don Nemesio are important in so far as
they throw light on Don Juan’s character. Both of them are
his lifelong friends, and they differ from him only in degree.
They serve also as spokesmen of moral attitudes which Echegaray
was seeking to combat. Don Nemesio is a shadowy figure. He
disappears after the first two scenes, coming back to say two
words of no significance at the end of Act II. Javier is
Lazaro’s best friend, a young man as contained and level-
headed as Lazaro is impulsive and expressive. As a character
he is weakly drawn and has little to do but serve as a sound-
ing board for Lazaro's long discourses.
Dr. Bermudez had appeared already in 0 locura £ sariti-
dad
,
as the physician attending the unfortunate Lorenzo, and
it is probable that Echegaray is using him in both instances
to satirize nerve specialists in general. Dr. Bermudez is
The Son of Don Juan
, p. 85.
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vain, tactless, and totally lacking in the keen perceptions
his profession demands. In both plays he is guilty of unpar-
donable blunders. Echegaray throughout his dramatic work
shows great interest in victims of various sorts of neuroses,
but for those who specialized in treating such disorders he
had evidently little respect.
.£
- VI -
CRITICAL EVALUATION

Because of changes in characterization, theme, and
treatment, The Son of Don Juan is much more emotional in its
appeal than Ghosts . Both plays are indisputably thesis dramas;
one seeks to convey its message to us rationally, the other by
arousins: our feelings. Those elements in Ghosts which leave
us pondering do not apoear in the Spanish drama, where instead
of the interplay of intellects end the impact of ideas we feel
the effect of intense sustained emotional conflict. This ef-
fect is heightened by having much of the action which in
Ghosts precedes the play take place before our eyes and by the
addition of the tragic and futile love of Lazero and Carmen.
Mrs. Alving’s emotions are largely soent by what she
has gone through before she is faced with her most terrifying
experience. Her cold composure during almost all the action
is the aftermath of suffering. When, at the end of Act I, she
hears Regina’s whispered words of remonstrance to Oswald, it
is an old emotion brought to life again that makes her start
in terror.
Regina . Oswald! take care! Are you mad? Let me go!
Mrs. Alving. ( Starts in terror ) Ah ( She stares wild-
Iz towards the half - open door Oswald is
heard laughing and humming . A bottle is
uncorked. )
©
.
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Pastor Menders . ( Agitated ) What can be the natter? What
Is It, Mrs. Alving?
Mrs . Alving . ( Hoarsely ) Ghosts! The couple in the ccn-
servatory--risen again ! cf^
When, in Act II, Oswald tells his mother of the Peris
doctor's verdict, she gives no voice to the bitter conflict
within her.
Oswald . No other explanation was possible, he said.
That's the awful part of it. Incurably
ruined for life--by my own heedlessness I
All that I meant to have done in the world
--I never dare think of it again--I’m not
able to think of it. Oh! If I could only
live over again, and undo all I have done!
Mrs . Alving
. ( Wrings her hands and walks
,
in silent
struggle
,
backwards and forwards
.
)
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In a moment even more devastating for a mother's heart, when
the realization comes that Oswald does not love her, one wild
cry is all that escapes her before she controls herself enough
to say.
Mrs . Alving . . . . Oh, I could almost bless the illness
that has driven you home to me. For I see
very plainly that you are not mine; that I
have to win you/' 9
It Is not until the final apalling scene that Mrs. Alving
gives way, and it Is as if a taut string had broken. Beside
herself with grief and horror, she tries to decide whether or
6- Ghosts
, p. 214.
69 Ibid
.
,
p. 249.
70lbid.
,
p. 284.
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not to release her son, as he had begged her to, with the
grains of morphine he has hoarded.
Mrs. Alving. (Borings up in despair, entwines her hair
and shrieks) I cannot bear it! (Whispers,
as though petrified.) I cannot bear it!
Never! (Suddenly) Where has he got them?
(Fumbles hastily in his breast.) Here!
(Shrinks back a few steps and screams.)
No; no; no! --Yes! No! No! (She stands
a few steps away from him with her hands
twisted in her hair, and stares at him in
speechless horror. )
^
For Oswald, the crisis has passed before the play be-
gins, and despair has had its numbing effect. He is reserved,
short of speech, and dreads any show of emotion in others.
Only once does he give way to hiw own--the first time he
speaks to his mother of his illness.
Oswald. Mother, my mind is broken down- -ruined.- -I
shall never be able to work again! (With
his hands before his face, he buries his
head in her lap, and breaks out with bit-
ter sobbing. )72
By the time the play opens. Pastor Manders has long
since reduced what emotions he may have had to a point where
they will be no source of inconvenience to him in society.
That this has not been accomplished without a struggle is in-
dicated in the only two passages which show him capable of
deep feeling.
Tllbid., p. 284.
^Ibid., p. 245.
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Mrs . Alvln^ . Prom that moment, you, who had been our
intimate friend, never set foot in our
house affain.
F as tor Manders. You and your husband left the town im-
mediately after.
Mrs . Alving . Yes, and in my husband's lifetime you
never came to see us. It was business
that forced you to visit us when you
undertook the affairs of the Orphanage.
Pastor Manders
. ( Softly and hes its tlngly ) Helen--if that
is meant as a reproach, I would beg you
to bear in mind--
Mrs . Alving . the regard you owed to your position,
yes: that I was a runaway wife. One can
never be too cautious with such unprin-
cipled creatures.
Pastor Manders . My aear--Mrs. Alving, you know that is an
absurd exaggeration . 73
The other instance is when Mrs. Alvinm tells him that it was
he who set her thinking, reading, and rebelling.
Pastor Manders
. ( Softly , with emot ion ) And was that the
result of my life's hardest battle?
Mrs . Alving . Gall it rather your most pitiful defeat.
Pastor Manders . It was my greatest victory, Helen--the
victory over myself. 74
Regina is hard, cynical, and self-seeking. She shows
little feelinm at any time. She is not particularly overjoyed
at the prospect of marrying Oswald; when she finds out about
her parentage, she makes little comment except to say, "So
73 ibid
.
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74 Ibld
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mother was that kind of a woman."70
The passages quoted above are practically the only ones
in which feelings are allowed to come to the surface in Ghosts
In The Son of Don Juan
,
on the other hand, there is scarcely
any let-up in emotion after Lazaro makes his first appearance
on the stage, and we learn of the high hopes he has of life,
and of his fears. The beginning of the second act is humorous
in tone, but it has an undercurrent of Lazaro' s uneasiness and
his misgivings. Prom his soliloauy in Scene o on, the emotion
becomes more and more intense, rising to a climax at the end
of the act. The ironically comic antics of Don Timoteo, who
knows nothing of the grim scenes preceding his arrival, only
serve to heighten the effect produced when Lazaro appears,
pale and dissheveled, to renounce his claim to love. Act III
begins with another humorous scene, between Don Timoteo and
Javier; from then on, the tension increases until the final
catastrophe
.
Next in importance to Lazaro in maintaining the emo-
tional pitch of the play are Dolores and Carmen, both excita-
ble, impressionable, and impulsive women--the opposite extreme
from Mrs. Alving and Regina. They are completely unrestrained,
giving expression to their griefs and fears in a torrent of
75Ibid
.
,
p. 280.
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exclamations .
^
To accomplish his realistic purpose, Ibsen suppressed
in Ghosts the poet of Brand and Peer Gynt
,
and the romantic
imagination of his early plays. There are no outbursts, no
flights, no fantasies. The language is that of everyday life;
the dialogue clipped, crisp, terse, without a superfluous word.
The fact that the characters have themselves firmly in control
contributes, of course, to this effect. The moments of high-
est emotion are often indicated by stage directions alone;
never by speeches of over a few lines. In breaking with old-
school melodramatic effects, Ibsen has gone too far in the
direction of austerity.
Echegaray made no attempt to go against tradition. Re-
alistic in its inspiration, The Son of Don Juan is highly
romantic, and at times verbose and melodramatic in its style.
Esoecially in the character of Lazaro, Echegaray gives his
poetic talent and bizarre imagination full rein. His imagery
is striking and unusual and gives the uncanny effect of actu-
ally revealing what goes on inside a mind that is in the proc-
ess of disintegration. The reading of Ibsen had no chastening
effect on the art of his Spanish admirer. While Echegaray'
s
extreme facility of composition and fascination for words made
n a
In Ghosts there are 283 exclamations; in The Son of
Don Juan, 1200.
..
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him capable of passages of great intensity and beauty, they
were at the same time responsible for an overeffusive style.
The overflow of emotion, the poetic language, and the
expressive natures of the characters themselves, all tend to
give a warmer, more human tone to The Son of Don Juan than
that of Ghosts . The light, humorous scenes which begin each
act lend variety and color; the scene itself is net always
the same--as well as darkness, we have sunlight and stars.
Ghosts moves always at the same stilted pace. There is no re-
lief to the sombre monotone. What traces of humor can be
found are of a heavy sort; there is not a really light-hearted
word in the play. The setting, unchanged throughout the play,
is a dimly lit, darkly furnished room. Outside, the bleak
landscape is drenched with rain, and when the sun does break
through, Oswald does not turn his head to see it.
On the whole, The Son of Don Juan shows a dramatic
power inferior to that of Ibsen. The Spanish critic Clarin
who reviewed the play when it was first produced was not en-
tirely unfair when he said,
. . . Ghos ts is more profound, more radiant; it is
simpler, more pathetic, and much better cons true ted
.
Ibsen’s art shows discipline; the characters of his play sub-
mit to his ideas of dramatic excellence. Echegaray is carried
77Correspondenc ia de Espaha April, 1892. Quoted by
H. Gregersen, op. cit.
V
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away with his theme, his enthusiasm, and his human sympathy.
The judgment of Halfdan Gregersen that his play was no more
rf Q
than "an unconscious travesty" of Ghosts is superficial.
Equally unjustified is the statement of the same author that
"The plot is modelled in a crude sort of way upon that of the
79Norwegian drama. The Son of Don Juan is neither an adapta-
tion nor a copy of Ghosts
. The textual and structural simi-
larities that do exist between the two plays are insignif icant
when compared to the differences in plot, characterization,
style, tone, and purpose.
7 ®H. Gregersen, ojd. c It
.
,
p. 130.
7 ° Ibid
.
,
p. 122.
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THE SON OF DON JUAN
AN ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SPANISH PLAY
EL HIJO DE DON JUAN
BY
JOS& EGHEGARAY
''
THE SON OF DON JUAN
Drama in three acts, in prose
Inspired by the reading of Ibsen's play entitled
GHOSTS
Jose Echegaray
Madrid, 1892

Characters
Don Juan Mejia
Dolores, his wife
Lazaro, his son
Don Timoteo,
)
) friends of Don Juan
Don Nemesio,)
Carmen, Don Timoteo’ s daughter
Javier, Lazaro’s friend
Dr. Bermudez
Paca, )
) servants
Teresa,
)
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A Word try; Way of Prologue
In trying to get at the thought of my latest drama.
The Son of Don Juan
,
the critics have said a number of things:
That the thought was the same as that which inspired
Ibsen to write his famous play entitled Gho s t
s
.
That the passions which are given play in it are more
characteristic of those northern countries than of our meri-
dional regions.
That it deals with the problem of hereditary insanity.
That it discusses the law of inheritance.
That it is gloomy and lugubrious, with no other purpose
than that of producing horror.
That it is a purely pathological drama.
%
That it is no more than a case history of insanity.
That from the moment it is guessed that Lszaro is to
lose his mind, all interest ceases, and there is nothing else
to do but to follow step by step the unfortunate man’s des-
truction .
And so on
.
I believe that all this is nothing but a series of la-
mentable errors on the part of dramatic critics great and
small. Not one of these is the underlying thought of my drama.
Its idea or theme is something entirely different, but I shall
not explain it. Why should I? In all the scenes of the play,
-f
.
'
.
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in all its characters, in nearly all its phrases, it is ex-
plained .
Moreover, explaining would be dangerous. It might be
interpreted that my purpose was to defend the play itself with
the pretext of explaining the parent idea from which it sprang
I never defend my plays. When I write the last word, I
abandon them to their fortune. I do not defend them materi-
ally or morally. When I finish a play, I give it to the pro-
ducers, it is presented, and that’sthat. People like it or
they don ' t
.
The producers do whatever best suits their interests,
without my bothering them: the actors play it as best they can,
almost always very well. The public judges it one way or the
other, according to what it feels, and the critics talk about
it to their hearts’ content.
I do not wish, nor would it be good, taste on my part,
to defend my new play; but there is a phrase which _is not mind,
but Ibsen * s
,
and this I ought to defend emphatically, because
it seems to me to be one of extraordinary beauty.
"Mother, give me the sun," says Lazaro. And this sim-
ple, childish, almost comic phrase, contains a world of ideas,
an ocean of sentiments, an inferno of suffering, a cruel les-
son, and a supreme warning to the family and to society.
That is the way I see it.
A generation, devoured by vice, carrying in. its very
f.
.
.
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bones the virus engendered by impure love, its blood stream
corrupted by disintegrating organisms, goes nearer and nearer
the abyss of idiocy. Lazaro’ s cry is the last twilight of a
reason that is sinking into the eternal night of imbecility.
And at the same time nature awakes and the sun comes out:
another twilight that will soon turn into day. These two
lights meet, and cross, and greet each other with an eternal
farewell, as the drama ends. Reason is hurled downward, pre-
cipitated by man’s depravity. The sun breaks through with its
immortal fire, impelled by the sublime forces of nature.
mother. Don Juan asked for it too among the locks of the
Sevillana
.
cause, as a matter of fact, in our society--but what am I get
ting into philosophy for? Let each one make up his own, and
ask for the sun or the horns of the moon or whatever looks
good to him.
And what of it? All the more proof that the modern Don Juan
is leaving many sons all over this world, even without the
Below, the human mind, destroyed: above, the sun begin-
ning a new day: and "give me the sun, " says Lazaro to his
Much could be said about this: it makes one think. Be-
So no one understands or is interested in these things?
talent of Lazaro.
We pay our respects to the sons of Don Juan.
--Jose Echegaray
.t 8£IC 0
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The scene represents a_ 1 iv ing r o om- s tudy . The decora-
tion is elegant and severe with some worldly touch
,
such as
some object which would suggest a f ondness f or art . At stage
right is & small
,
expensive
,
rather showy looking table at
which three or four people c ould take tea . On the table
,
a
lighted candle with tinted shade . Around it, three small arm
chairs
,
or arm chairs and easy chairs . At stage left
,
a desk
,
not too large
,
but solid and severe in line
;
behind it a desk
chair . Beside the table
,
a large easy chair
,
or better
,
a
chaise longue . On the desk an oil lamp with a dark shade
,
and
a photograph of Carmen in an easel- type frame . Right front
,
a_ balcony ; at the left a f ire-place with a bright fire , and at
one side a_ large f irescreen . Heavy
,
severe drapes at doors and
balcony . Door upstage and at each side . If possible
,
there
should also be a small
,
dark
,
well-made bookcase
,
upstage cen-
ter and stage right
,
a hanging
,
glassed- in case to match
,
filled with ob.iets d 1 art . If this is not possible
,
two s imi-
lar pieces of furniture . To sum up
,
a room which indicates
rich
,
but not opulent occupants
,
and above all
,
two contrast-
ing tas tes -- one severe
,
one gay and worldly . It is evening .
Scene 1
Don Juan, Don Timoteo, and Don Nemesio
They are seated around the tea table
,
drinking and
smoking . The three are old
,
but of different types . All
three bear the marks of £ life of debauchery . In Don Juan it
c an still be seen that he was once a_ handsome man .
Juan. Timoteo!
Tim. What?
Juan. I have a suspicion.
*. «»— — •» - 1 "
.
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Tim. What is it?
Juan. That I’m getting old.
Tim. What makes you think so?
Juan. I'll tell you. There are symptoms. When there is a
change in the weather, all my joints ache. When I
want to move this leg, it's a lot of work and in the
end the one that moves is the other. Moreover, my
eyes aren't what they were: when I see a little bru-
nette on the street, she looks blende, and if she is
blonde, I see her so dimly that she looks like a
brunette
.
Nem. That's just weakness. You need toning up. ( Drinks )
Juan. My stomach can't stand alcohol any more. I drink to
be polite, but it isn't good for me.
Tim. This isn't like the liquor of our day.
Nem. It eats out the lining of your stomach.
Tim. It's the liquor that has gotten old. I still feel
young. (As If with sudden nain) Ah I
Juan. What's the matter?
Tim. ‘When I move, it's as if my whole spine got out of
joint, damn it.
Nem. It probably has.
Juan. There's no use talking, we're three old men. Life's
short. ( Strikes the arm of the chair with his fist . )
Ouch I
Tim. What's wrong?
Juan. A pain in this elbow, in this shoulder.
Nem. It's the weather. It’s very damp. ( Drinking )
Tim. You've never been strong, you know, Juan.
Juan. I've never been strong? What an idea! I have been
stronger than either of you. I've played cards for
twenty-four hours on end. I've drunk steadily for
(g) iltCT) . <j u 2 vod*
.
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three days with Luis and Pacorro. My patron saint,
Don Juan Tenorio, must have looked down from heaven
where he resides with his Doha Ines and seen how I
have carried off my love affairs. You two have never
done anything but talk . A couple of milksops.
Tim. We don’t deny that you have been wilder than the rest
of us, but strong, what you call strong, you have
never been.
Nera. You haven’t been, and you might as well confess it.
Juan. Why should I?
Tim. Things have happened to you that don’t happen to any-
one .
Juan. What, for example?
Tim. To straighten out your back they had to put you in a
cast and hang you up by the nape of the neck twice
every day.
Nem. ( Laughing ) That’s the truth.
Juan. But it was because 1 got into a fight in the Plaza ae
Toros and dislocated two vertebrae. That can happen
to anyone.
Tim. No, no; you weren’t like us. Remember, Nemesio?
"Where is Juan?" "in bed." "Where is Juan?" "in
Timbuctu." "Where is Juan?" "in jail." "Where is
Juan?" "They're probably hanging him right now!" Ha,
ha! ( Timoteo and Nemes io laugh . Don Juan regards
them testily
.
)
Juan. Don't laugh too loud, you'll hurt yourselves. I’ve
been a man and you have been a couple of poor devils.
You (T_o Don Timoteo ) got married at forty, got stuck
in a corner of this town with your wife, and that was
the end of Timoteo. You (To Nemes io ) , running away
from the world like a coward, took refuge in Arganda
where each year you drink up the wine crop of the year
before. ( Giving himself importance ) I, on the other
hand, I! It is true that I also got married at forty-
two, but that is no proof of weakness. If Don Juan
Tenorio had had time, he would have married Dona
#t®von
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Ines,®^ and they say that in heaven they had a mysti-
cal wedding. But I, the other Don Juan, married as a
man and as a free citizen, and not because of this did
I abandon the field of conquest. I didn’t let marriage
interfere, no sir I Well, then I had my Lazaro. Eh?
There’s a boy for you! That 1 s having a son!
Tim. Praise God for the glorious triumph! Go out in the
street and you won't see a soul who isn't someone's
child. Every living one of us had a father.
Nem. Whether he knows who he is or not.
Juan. Yes, but I was the libertine who had drained the cup
of pleasure to its dregs; a victim of my vices. 11 That
fellow is consumptive," they used to say. "He'll die
one of these mornings," you thought. And all at once
I resuscitated with Lazaro. Lazaro is my resurrection.
How robust he is! How strong! How talented! A prodi-
gy, a Byron, an Espronceda, an Edgar Poe, a genius.
I'm not just making this up; you can read it in all
the newspapers in Madrid.
Tim. He's a fine boy.
Nem. Pine.
Juan. Frankly, one who lived as I did and then says, "Let's
take it easy f or a time," and has a son like Lazaro,
is he a man or not?
Tim. He's a marvel!
Nem. A superman!
Tim. Don Juan Tenorio ends up by being the father of a
genius
!
Juan. What of it, old fools? Strength is strength and is
transferred. You know that. All Lazaro 's genius I
probably had hidden away in some corner of my brain,
but as I never gave it a chance, it never came to
light. Finally it got tired of waiting and said to
itself, "I'll go with the son, since I'm getting no-
where with the father." ( Laughing )
S^The reference is to Don Juan Tenorio by Jose Zorilla,
in which Dpn Juan is saved from eternal damnation by the love
of Dona Inea.
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Tim. Don't delude yourself, Juanito. Lazaro's talent, and
he appears to have great talent, he didn't inherit
from you, but from his mother. His paternal inheri-
tance has been a little rheumatism and somewhat shaky
nerves
.
Nem. Sediments of pleasure and. residues of alcohol.
Juan. Liars! I was educated badly and lived worse, but
there was--something-- in me.
Tim. True genius smothered in the soul of a rake.
Juan. That may be.
Nem. How did you find out?
Juan. On awakening after a spree.
Tim. Now that you’re rising to sublime heights, you can't
call it a spree.
Juan. Well, then, on awakening after an orgy.
Nem. That's right. n To Jarifa During an Orgy"--Espr onceda
.
( Drinking )
Juan. Yes, sir. That's it. That once I felt what you two
have never felt.
Nem. Go on, tell us. It must have been extraordinary.
Another drink, Timoteo.
Tim. Serve it up. To the ill-fated genius! ( Coughing )
Nem. To the ill- .. .fated ... genius . ( Drinks . Don Juan has
remained pensive
.
)
Tim. Begin.
Juan. Do you remember the season we scent in my summer place
near Seville about the year... the year...
Tim. I don't remember the year. But the summer place, yes,
I remember. On the banks of the Guadalquivir, with an
oriental parlor--divans
,
rugs, those famous rugs!
Nem. True, true. And every time she walked across them...
Aniceta . . . the little gypsy... do you remember? ... cried.
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"I’m sinking, I’m sinking!"
Tim. That's right, and as she was so little, of course, she
did sink in.
Nem. Those were beautiful days! The villa of Don Juan, we
called it.
Tim. What I liked was that long balcony, or verandah, or
whatever it was. What a view! The Guadalquivir! It
faced east, toward the sunrise, a delight. (To Don
Juan
,
who is thoughtful ) Have you gone to sleep?
Juan. I? I never sleep, worse luck. I spend the night with
my nerves pulling me this way and that. The pain in
my elbow goes out for a walk. The cough sticks its
head out and says, "Good, evening, neighbor." The head
shouts, "I’m going to waltze for a while, vet out of
the way." And the stomach cries, "No, for Heaven's
sake, or I'll get sick." Sleep! I haven't slept for
ten years.
Nem. Aren't you going to tell us the story?
Juan. Wh at s t ory
?
Tim. The one about the spark of genius, of course. That
time you understood that you had something up here
( Points to forehead ) . . .something sublime, eh?
Nem. That was it. Ha, ha! Give me another drink.
Tim. We got as far as where it came over you all of a sud-
den that you had incipient genius ... instead of rheuma-
tism!
Juan. It really did. It's no laughing matter.
Nem. Out at the villa?
Juan. Out there.
Tim. In the oriental room, the one with the divans, the big
balcony, and the Persian rugs?
Juan. Exactly.
Tim. On a night of orgy?
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Juan. No, the next day, on awakening.
Tim. On awakening from an orgy! "Come, Jarifa, come to me,
lay your hand upon my brow!" ( Takes Don Nernesio 1 s
hand
.
)
Nem
. ( Withdrawing hand ) On that brow? Ha! Don’t make me
1 au gh
.
Tim. What about your hand--it f s about as smooth as bark!
Juan. Are you going to listen or not?
Tim. Of course, tell on.
Nem. But tell it seriously, solemnly, dramatically. "Don
Juan awakens, after a night of orgy."
Juan. Well, here goes. ( Don Nernesio and Don Timoteo settle
down to hear him. ) A great night! A great dinner!
We were four couples. Everyone drunk, even the
Guadalcuivir ! Aniceta leaned over the balcony shout-
ing, "Stupid, insipid, watery river, drink wine for
once," and threw in a bottle of Manzanilla.
Tim. She was quite a girl, Aniceta! She threw a bottle at
my head once, but it was empty.
Nem. Your head?
Tim. The bottle. Go on, go on. Seriously, now.
Juan. So I went to sleep on the floor, on the rug, beside a
divan. And on the divan had fallen Paca, the girl
from Seville. No one noticed her there and she fell
asleeo. Her hair had come unbraided and a great lock
of it fell over me in silky waves.
Nem. Just like Timoteo’ s! ( Don Timoteo is very bald .
)
Juan. Just like Timoteo’ s! But if you interrupt I lose my
inspiration.
Tim. Go on, Juan.
Juan. We left off where I was sleeping on the rug, and the
Sevillana’s hair fell over my head and face, envelop-
ing me in a splendid mantle of black, perfumed lace.
Could I be more serious?
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Tim. You're going along fine.
Nem. Keep it at this level.
Tim. At the level of the rug I
Nem. Each one rises as high as he deserves. Dawn came. It
was summer.
Tim. In spite of this, it rained.
Juan. No, sir. A delightful morning. The balcony open, the
east hung with splendid curtains of mist and little
rosy clouds. The heavens pure blue and a vivid light
inflaming the far horizon.
Tim. That's the way. He's rising to heights.
Nem. Very poetic. Keep it up!
Juan. Slowly the ruddy globe came up. I opened my eyes wide
and saw the sun! I saw it among the disordered locks
of the Sevillana. It filled me with its light and I
held out my hand instinctively to touch it. Something
like a new kind of love, like a new desire, sprang up
in me. So much clarity, so much blue, limitless
spheres--vague but ardent aspirations for something
very beautiful. In that instant I understood that
there is something more than the pleasures of the
senses. For a moment I felt like another person. I
threw a kiss to the sun and shook off the girl's hair.
A tangle of it stuck to my lips, tickled my palate,
and made me nauseated. I pulled the whole mass, she
awoke, and vice arose among the remains of the orgy,
like the sun among the vapors of the night, its mists
and clouds.
Tim. Good for Juanito. We are moved, deeply moved.
Nem. Profoundly. ( Takes & drink .
)
Tim. And by the way, h propos of what were you telling us
all that? I’ve forgotten.
Juan. To demonstrate that in me have .existed noble aspira-
tions .
Tim. Ah, yes! Sublime longings.
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Nem. Heaven-sent intimations.
Juan. Exactlyl And that all this, which never had a chance
to develop or which was wasted through other channels,
in Lazaro will be talent, inspiration, genius--wings
in flight, bursting creations, applause, fame, immor-
tality! You'll see, you'll seel
Tim. Your last mania.
Juan. My last illusion and the purest, no, the only pure il-
lusion of my whole life. And you ouffht to be glad
that my boy has turned out so well, you old rascal.
( Slap-ping Don Timoteo. )
Tim. I?
Nem. Now, now I understand. Another drink to the health of
the sweethearts.
Juan. (To Don Timoteo ) Eh? What do you say to that?
Tim. Oh, yes. It's not impossible. It's not hard to see
how my poor Carmen feels... But I don’t know whether
Lazaro. .
.
Juan. Lazaro is crazy about her. He’s a reserved sort of
chap, but head over heels in love.
Tim. Well, see here. If the son is going to take after the
father, I'd frankly be very sorry to see us become
relatives
.
Juan. Many thanks, venerable grandfather.
Nem. No, Lazaro is very straight laced.
Tim. It's that the poor girl is very weak, very delicate, a
sensitive one! She suffers agonies over the least
thing, and if Lazaro were to lead my poor little
Carmen the life you have led your wife, I would re-
nounce the relationship and the honor you are doing me.
Juan. Just a moment! I have been an irreproachable husband.
Tim. Oh!
Nem. Ah!
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Juan
.
Tim.
Nem.
Juan.
Nem
.
Juan
Nem
Tim.
Juan.
Tim..
Nem.
Juan
Tim.
Juan.
Nem
Juan
Nem.
Juan
Nem.
Irreproachable. My wife has always been first.
But you had the second, and the third.
And the fourth, and the fifth.
Legitimate exigencies of the system of enumeration.
Peace between the future fathers-in-law. One is just
as good as the other, as handsome as the other, and as
good a father to his family.
You're worth a lot more than either of us. You've
been dedicated to the bottle from your tenderest years.
Between wine and women, give me wine.
But give me women...
Let's not make a problem of it. Between women and
wine--you don't have to choose: you take them both.
Not any longer. Nov/ we stay at home with the wife and
the liniment bottle.
Because you're a couple of old fogeys. I go to the
theatre every night. Prom ten to twelve I devote my-
self to art. You should see the dancers that have
come from Madrid. Zephyrs! Pour zephyrs!
( In a l oud voice , 1 e an in g forward eagerly . ) Are they
good looking?
Your wife will hear you.
( Lowering his voice ) Are they?
Four flowers, four stars, four goddesses. What eyes!
What waists! What suppleness! What forms!
Well padded?
As God made them..
Really? Are you going to the theatre now?
I'm on my v/ay to finish out the evening doing God’s
bidding--admirine the marvels of creation. ( Getting
UT)
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Tim. I’ll go with you and we’ll both admire them. (Rises.)
Juan. Well, I'll not stay at home. I'll go with you and all
three of us will admire them. ( Getting up with diffi-
culty
. )
Nem. At this time of night, Juan?
Juan. You're going at this time of night.
Tim. What is your wife going to say?
Juan. She hasn’t said anything for twenty-five years. More-
over, I'm boss. I don't have to account for every-
thing I do. I won't be a moment. ( Exit .
)
Scene 2
Don Timoteo and Don Nemesio
Nem. I don't think Juan will last long. Do you see how he
walks? -And the things he says? He's getting old and
soft.
Tim. He's not very old, though.
Nem. No. He can't be much more than sixty. Almost anyone
of any Importance is sixty.
Tim. Just so. You are, I am, any really reliable person is.
Nem. But he has lived- -you know ho?/ he has lived! What I
say is, it's all risht to be wild. You were, I was.
Tim. Every self -respec tine: person is at one time or another.
Nem. But there's a limit.
Tim. That's just it.
Nem. Poor Juan was old at forty. And Lazaro isn't ell his
father says he is, no sir.
Tim. As for talent, he has a great deal of talent. In
Madrid the papers are full of it. A prodigy! A na-
tional figure!
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Nem.
Tim.
Nem.
Tim.
Nem
.
Tim.
Nem.
Tim.
Nem.
Tim.
Don
Juan.
Tim.
I don't deny it. But take care about letting
Carmencita marry him.
Why? For Heaven's sake, why? Is he like his father?
No, he's not like his father. Feather-brained, yes.
After all, he's the son of Don Juan.
Everyone is feather-brained. You are, I am...
That's not what I mean. It's that from what I hear
( Lowering, his voice ) he's not so strong as his father
imagines. He is subject to spells, dizziness, or ner-
vous attacks, I don't know exactly, something like
that. Not very frequently, to be sure, but his head's
not strong. That's why be does such remarkable things,
and that's v/hy they call him a genius. Don't put your
faith in geniuses, Timoteo. A genius goes down the
street and everyone says, "There goes the genius." He
turns the corner and the children of the next street
run after him shouting, "Crazyman, crazyman."
Heaven f orf end ! Well, I've been careful in that re-
spec t
.
So have I. You don't want to be too stupid, of course,
that won't do. But as for being a genius...
It's bad business. There comes Juan.
Don't tell him what I've told you. Either he doesn't
know about Lazaro's illness or he pretends not to.
That's only natural.
Not a word. But I'm glad you told me.
Scene 3
Timoteo, Don Nemesio and Don Juan; then Teresa
( Dressed f or the street .
)
Ready?
Ready.
Let's go. Listen (To Don Timoteo ) , are you coming
back for Carmen, or do we have to take her now?
Juan
.
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Tim. Carmen?
Juan. Yes, Carmen. Have you forgotten that she's in there,
with Dolores?
Tim. That's right!
Juan. What a head! Ha, ha. And you talk about me! He for-
gets about M s own daughter. Catch me forgetting
about Lazaro. You're in fine shape. What a pair of
old fools.
Tim. Gallant youth, lead us to delight and bliss.
Juan. I'll take you to the cemetery, if you annoy me very
much. Well, what do you say? Are you coming back for
Carmen?
Tim. I'll come back, and bring you at the same time.
Juan. You'll bring me? You're a fine one to bring anyone.
Nem . I'll bring both of you. Come on, give me your arm.
If you don't you won't get down the stairs. ( Don Juan
takes his arm.)
Juan. Teresa .. .Teresita ..
.
Ter. ( Enters ) Yes, sir.
Juan. Tell Dolores, tell my wife, that I've gone out. Tell
Carmen to stay until her father canes to get her.
Well, let's get on our way. Hold on to me (To Don
Timoteo ) , you're not very steady.
Tim. Here we go.
Nem. Here we go.
Juan. One, two, one, two.
Tim. ( Looking at Teresa ) That girl get's prettier every
day.
Nem. And perter.
Juan. (To Nemesio ) Stop looking at her, you'll fall down.
Ter. Where are you going, sir?
..
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Juan.
Ter
.
Carmen.
Dol
Ter.
Dol.
Carmen
.
Dol.
Carmen.
Dol.
Ter.
Dol.
To take these gentlemen to church. ( They go out
laughing, arm in arm .
)
Scene 4
Teresa: then Dona Dolores and Carmen
Well, if you get in they won't let you out again.
Where do you suppose those old mummies are going?
(Enter Dolores and Carmen
)
Oh! They're not here. My father's not here.
Have they gone out?
Yes, ma'am. But Don Juan said to tell you that Miss
Carmen's father would come back to get her. ( Carmen
c oughs . )
Coughing again! You shouldn't go out at night. The
doctor told you not to. You don't take any care of
yourself. You are a scatter-brained little thing.
The olace for such children is at home.
When I am alone, I get lonesome. I'd rather cough.
But I'll go over and keep you company. And I'll take
Lazaro. I can't have my dear, sweet girl unhappy.
( Carmen coughs . ) Again!
It's nothing.
It's the air in here. What an odor of stale tobacco!
The three elderly gentlemen were in here all evening
drinking, smoking, and laughing, and see how they left
the place.
Yes, I see. ( Looks with annoyance at the tea table
full of ashes and cigar butts
,
bottles and glasses
.
)
Take this away, clear it up, and open the window. I
can't get used to this sort of thing. ( Laughs with
bi tterness
. ) I should be able to--af ter twenty-five
years
!
Carmen. Why do you laugh, Dolores?
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Dol.
Carmen.
Dol
.
Carmen
.
Dol.
Carmen
Dol.
Carmen.
Dol.
Carmen.
Dol.
Carmen
Dol.
( Changing her tone and pretending gaiety . ) Because it
tickles me to see the carryings on of those three re-
spectable old men.
Father isn't old yet.
No, but the life he has led ( Checks herself ) --so many
cares, worries, business affairs, just like Juan.
Parents are all alike. They work themselves to death
for their children. Father is so good. He loves me*
so much. Heavens! In the night he gets up I don't
know-how many times to find out if I am coughing.
When I hear him I smother the cough with my handker-
chief or the sheet, but sometimes I can't. It chokes
me
.
(To Teresa
,
who meanwhile has been going in and out
removing bottles
,
ash trays
,
etc
. ) Open the window,
let's have some fresh air, some pure air. No, wait.
(To Carmen ) You couldn’t stand the draught, poor
child. Come. ( Taking her by the hand.)
Whe re ?
While the room is being aired, you must stay behind
the portiere. ( Stage lef
t
) You can come in in just
a moment.
( Laughing ) Are you punishing me?
That's right. Your father spoils you. I'm very se-
vere .
Well, as long as the punishment doesn't last long.
(To Teresa ) I'll open up. ( Teresa goes out . Dolores
opens Fersian bl inds
. ) That's right. Air. Night air,
freshness, space, all that is pure, all that is great,
all that is not repugnant, all that swells the lungs,
and the soul. Oh, to have a wide horizon to fill with
hopes and then run toward them! At least, hopes.
Hopes! Oh, I shouldn't complain. Haven't I Lazaro?
Well then, I have everything.
( Sticking her head out from behind curta in.) May I
come out?
No, not yet. Wait there, quiet as a mouse. ( 'Walks
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from belcony window to f irenlace
. ) I have my sen!
But oh, that he had never had a f ather--above all,
that father. That he could have burst spontaneously
out of my love, as the wave from the sea, or the light
from the sun! So that he would be mine, wholly mine.
But after all, I shall not complain! Even though he
looked like his father, and he doesn’t, Lazaro is mine
and mine alone. Eow good he is, how noble. What a
mind, what a heart, he has. A son indeed!
Carmen. Now?
Dol . Yes. Just a minute, let me close the window. ( Closes
it
. ) Come in
.
Carmen. Now it’s auite different.
Dol. Do you feel all right?
Carmen. Perfectly.
Dol. What are you looking at?
Carmen. The clock, to see what time it is. It’s getting late.
(With sadness
)
Lazaro doesn’t seem to be coming.
Dol. It's not late, child. Come, sit here by me.
Carmen. It is late, very late.
Dol. Lazaro will be here any minute. He knew you were com-
ing and he'll get here.
Carmen. ( Sadly ) Well, he shouldn't go out of his way on my
account. If he doesn't see me today, he'll see me
some other time.
Dol. Now, now. Are these complaints?
Carmen. Oh, no, not that. He has a lot to do and can't give
all his time to Carmen.
Dol. Carmen deserves it all and she knows It. Don't be a
little hypocrite.
Carmen. No. I mean it, and that's what makes me unhappy and
fault finding. You love me and take care of me as if
you were my own mother, since I have none. You are
fostering our love, Lazaro 's and mine. I am sure that
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Dol
.
Carmen .
Dol.
Carmen
.
Dol.
Carmen
Dol.
Carmen.
you tell Lazaro all sorts of wonderful things about me.
that I am nothing short of a marvel. And to me you
swear that Lazaro is madly in love with his Carmen.
But is it really true? Can it be? Am I worthy of his
love? Can such a man have that kind of passion for a
poor little thing like me?
Come, come, now. I’ll get annoyed with you. You
mustn’t say such things, Haven’t you ever looked, at
yourself in the mirror?
Yes, many times. Every day.
And what does the mirror tell you?
That I am very pale and thin, that I have very mourn-
ful eyes, and that I look more like a Dolorosa than a
girl of eighteen. That is what it tells me, and I
don’t like it.
There are some very malicious mirrors, and that is one
of them. 1 (In laughing tone ) They have curves to make
us look long and thin, they cloud over to make us look
pale, and they get soots to give us freckles, and do
all sorts of mischief. Your mirror is a wicked one.
I am going to send you one in which you will see your-
self as you are, and you will see an angel looking out
of a little glass window.
Yes, you may laugh. But even though I were the most
beautiful woman in the world, could I deserve Lazaro?
( Sadly ) A man like him! A future like his! A talent
which amazes everyone--a superior being. I love him,
but I feel afraid, ashamed, for him to know how much.
( Sorrowfully , with humility ) It seems to me that he
is going to ask me, ’* But who are you, silly child?
What are you thinking of to imagine I could care for
such a frail, ignorant, and sickly girl?"
Now, Carmen, if you don’t want me to get really angry,
don’t say things like that. A good woman is worth
more than all the wise men in all the academies. And
if besides being good, she is beautiful, then that's
all there is to it. There isn’t a man who deserves
her. Men, excepting Lazaro, are pretty poor stuff;
(With rancor ) they are wretches.
Well, father is a good man and he loves me a great
deal
.
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Dol.
Carmen.
Dol.
Carmen.
Dol.
Carmen.
Dol.
Carmen.
Dol.
Carmen
.
Dol.
Carmen
Dol.
Carmen.
Dol.
Carmen
Dol.
Ah, yes, he is a good man. But if he was going to
love you so much, he should have given you stronger
lungs
.
But you can’t blame him, poor man. It was God’s will.
Oh, I suppose so. Don Timoteo is net to blame. God
provided that Carmen should not have more breath than
a little dove, and we must be resigned.
That's what I say. But Lazaro hasn't come yet.
You'll see hew I'll have to go before he comes. If he
starts working, I won’t see him tonight.
No. He hasn't written for days. He's worn out from
so much v/ork. This thinking all the time is consuming
him
.
(With anxiety ) He's not ill, is he?
No, my child. Fatigue, nothing more.
Yes. he is ill. I noticed that he was unhappy, preoc-
cupied, but I thought ... It ' s that he doesn't love me
and doesn't know how to tell me.
What an ideal Lazaro sick? Don't you think that if
he were I'd have had all the best doctors from Madrid
and the Continent here by this time? But you are
right, it is getting late.
Did he go to the theatre?
No, he went out with some friends.
Was it with Javier?
Yes.
That's good. Javier is very responsible.
Lazaro is, too.
Of course, but it's good to have a real friend with
you and Javier admires and respects Lazaro as well as
being very fond of him.
( Walking up and down impatiently ) It's getting late,
very late. (Carmen goes toward bale ony . ) What are
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Carmen.
Dol
.
Carmen
.
Dol.
Carmen.
Dol.
Carmen
Dol.
Carmen
Dol.
Carmen
Dol.
Carmen.
you going to do?
Look out to see if he is coming.
(Drawing her away from balcony ) No, child, you are
forgetting your poor chest and that bothersome cough.
Anyhow, it’s so dark out that you couldn’t see. Come,
let me look out.
If I can’t see, then you can’t either.
I'll try, anyhow. ( Begins tc open Persian bl inds .
)
Wait, I think he's coming now- -with Javier.
( Lis ten ing ) Yes, there they are.
Aren't they coming in here?
No. They are going straight to Lazaro's room. But
don't worry, as soon as he know you are here--he'll
be down.
That is, if he didn’t come heme thinking over some
great scene for his drama, or a chapter of that book
which is going to be so wonderful, or some very intri-
cate problem. Oh, dear, for all you can say, a man
like him can't pay too much attention to a girl like
me
.
Fiddlesticks
!
I don't know anything, I'm not worth anything, I'm not
anything. What am I good for? Tell me, now. To
watch him like a silly while he thinks those great
thoughts of his. To look out of the window to see if
he is coming, even though it's cold and it makes me
cough so I can't stop. To cry if he slights me or if
I hear that he's ill. I certainly can do wonders--
look at him, wait for him, weep for him I
And what more can a woman do for a man? Look at him
always, wait for him always, weep for him always.
And that is enough?
All the worse for Lszaro if it isn't. But wait . . .here
he is... didn't I tell you?.. as soon as he know you
Dol.
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were here.
( Joyfully ) That's true... how good he is I
Scene 5
Dona Dolores, Carmen and Javier
Good evening, Dona Dolores. Good evening, Carmen.
I'm glad to see you.
And so am I. But .. .Lazaro?
Isn ' t he c cming?
Is he sick?
Ah!... if he's sick. I'll go up.
( Stopping her ) No, for Heaven's sake! Of course he's
not sick! Listen to me, both of you. 7/e had a dinner
with several friends and two well-known writers from
Madrid. We talked about art, science, politics, phi-
losophy; everything conceivable, both human and divine.
There was drinking, toasting?, speech making, reading
of poetry. . .You unders tand? . . . And as these things af-
fect Lazaro' s nervous system...
Heavens! Did anything happen?
Go to him, Dolores. Go!
But let me finish. These things, I am telling you,
excite him, inflame his imagination, so that he begins
to see luminous new horizons, and a world of ideas
flock to his mind.. That's all that's wrong with him.
He came home in a fever of inspiration, wanted to make
the most of it, and so...he shut himself up in his
room and put me out.
(To Doha Dolores
,
sadly ) Isn't that what I said...
that he would come... and set right to work?
Doesn't he know that Carmen is here?
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They told us as we came in, but he pays no attention
to anyone when he’s in one of those moods.
Nevertheless . .
.
No... we must let him work. If on my account he should
lose one of those great ideas which are coming to him
now... I could never forgive myself! Interrupt him?.,
just to talk with me?.. No, not that. I’m not that
selfish. You can’t do it... I won't let you! (Throws
her arms about Dolores and almost weeps .
)
What's the matter?
( Pretending gayness ) Nothing. .. it ’ s that when I
laughed I began to cough. I laughed because I remem-
bered a story, a silly story, but then, it made me
laush. It's about a pretty little donkey who fell in
love with a beautiful genius who had a red, red flame
on his brow and a pair of very white wings. The gen-
ius, out of pity, caressed the donkey's ears... and she
...she didn't know any better ... began to jump for pure
joy, and knocked him down and broke his wings. Ee
couldn't fly any more. That was the end of the blue
of heaven for the genius ... there was nothing left for
him but a green field and a very good little donkey...
but after all, a donkey. No, mother, I don't want to
be the one In the story. We must let the genius fly.
The Idea!
It's a crime to be so modest!
However, if you insist, we'll let him work.
Don't you think it would be a good idea to let him
have this room to work in? Here he has his favorite
books...more room... and he can walk up and down. He
has often told me that he composes poetry while he
walks
.
That's a good idea! We'll go in to my room. (To
Javier ) Tell him the coast is clear and that he c an
come down In safety.
( Laughing ) Noble sacrifice!
But we must do something about the fire. We opened
the window and the room got rather chilly. (Fixes
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fire.
)
That’s true. But he shouldn’t get the full force of
the heat, either. I'll put the screen in front of it.
( Places it there .
)
It's all right like that.
(Going to balcony wind 07/ and nulling curtain aside
. )
Look... look! The sky has cleared a little and the
moon has come out from behind the clouds. Let's leave
the curtain open so that Lazaro can see the moon and
get even more inspired. I know that he likes to look
at the sky from time to tine while he works.
You're right. You think of everything. ( Goes to he lp
her. )
If after all these precautions and so much attention
his muse doesn't come to him, she's pretty hard to
please
.
Ready?
I think so. Wait. There's your picture hidden in the
shadow. . .we ' 11 put it so the light shines on it and it
will inspire him too.
I, inspire him? (Tries to out it back) Let me have
it.
No, you won't. Put it where I had it, and we'll go
into my room.
If you insist upon it. Well, let him see it. But
there isn't much light ( Fixes light )
.
(To Javier ) Call him... tell him to come down.
Yes, to come down and write something beautiful. I'll
go in in a moment... to say goodnight. And you come in
with us, Javier ... you ' re not going to have any privi-
leges we don't have. ( Looks around ) Is everything
ready?
I think so. Goodbye.
Goodbye
.
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Javier. The coast is clear. Poor women! How much they love
him. ( Galls , stage lef
t
) Lazaro, you old rascal.
You can come down now. If you can, that is.
Scene 6
Javier, Lazaro, pale
,
somewhat d.l shevelled
,
with unsteady step .
Lazaro. They're not here?
Javier. No, fortunately it occurred to them that you would
work better alone.
Lazaro. In spite of what you say, I think I'm presentable now,
My head doesn't feel so bad... a delightful vagueness.,
it seems as if it were in a cloud... a very soft cloud
...with little stars peeping out through the holes.
All in all, a pleasant sensation, very pleasing.
Javier. You mean, you’re better?
Lazaro Haven’t I been telling you.? Weak in the knees, but no
pain at all. Everything feels soft...my head in the
clouds...my feet in cotton wool. Divine! That’s the
way the universe should be--pedded. Lord! How rough,
hard, and uncomfortable the world is. Wherever you go
you stumble and hurt yourself: rocks, ridges, points,
peaks, angles, and corners. The world ought to be
round. .. round as it is, round is the perfect shape,
but an immense ball of eiderdown. .. so that a person
could fall down and always fall where it was soft.
This way.
beside the
( Palls into
table
.
)
the chaise longue or easy chair
Javier. You're not very steady yet.
Lazaro. Not steady? I’m steadier than you are by a long shot.
Javier. I told you not to drink. It’s not good for you when
you're so weak.
Lazaro. Why on earth should I be weak? I haven’t been any
saint, but I haven’t led a reckless life, either. I
am young, I have always considered myself strong, and
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now because I take a few drinks, smoke and laugh a
while, I turn into a perfectly stupid creature. Be-
cause now, it isn't that I'm weak as you say or drunk
as you think--it’s that I simply feel stupid . It's
not so disagreeable as you might imagine, feeling stu-
pid... it's something like .. .happiness
.
or>Q an momr In anrnr mon-nto! TV"! a +\ *there
Now I
are
see
so any h ppy people 1 h t
why... that's the reason.
That's why
it . . . that ' s it
Javier. Listen to
condition
me and understand what
to do so.
I say, if you're in
Lazaro. To understand you? Why, now I understand everything.
The world is transparent, your head is made of crystaL
( Laughing ) And written in very black and twisted let-
ters I can read your thoughts. You believe that I'm
in a bad way. Poor Javier. ( Laughs .
)
Javier. Don't say things like that. I don't believe anything
of the sort; you're not really sick. Fatigue, that's
all. You have lived at top speed in Madrid these last
years. You have thought a great deal and had a very
good time and you need a few months' rest... here, in
your home, with your mother and Carmen.
Lazaro. Carmen, yes... look at her ( Points to photograph )
.
There she is. What a sad little face, how poetic, how
adorable! I want to live for her. With what fame I
achieve I'll make a halo for that sweet little head
( Throws a kiss to pic ture ) . We shall live together,
you and I, Carmencita, and we shall be very happy.
( Becoming more animated and going to Javier ) If I had
never lived, it wouldn't occur to me to go on living,
but I have begun and I don't want to stop so soon.
Not that... no, it can't be... oh God!
Javier
.
Now, there, Lazaro.
Lazaro. I'm very strong. Why shouldn't I be? With what right
could Nature have made me a week creature when I wished
to be strong? My thoughts burn within me. My heart
beats wildly. My veins swell with the fullness of Ufa
My desires inflame me. To put steam in an old rusty
boiler! Oh, cruel mockery.
Javier. There you go again. What steam or what boiler? It
was that glass of champagne.
Lazaro It's that I can't stand this torment! There ' s the
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world," something says within me. "it is yours. Run
lighthearted through its valleys, rise triumphant to
its peaks. But you shall not run nor rise, because I
put stiffness in your bones. There is the blue vault
of heaven... it is yours. Ply through, its heights,
conquer its horizons. But you shall not fly, for I
have plucked all the feathers out of your wings and
you are nothing but a worm-eaten husk.” Oh, cruelty
I
Oh, spite! Cursed wine. What fantastic
Javier. Huge masked figures crossing in
long lines on the ends of fishing poles,
ft
things I see,
space, with
dragging suns
planets, and stars,
. .
. £1 and I want to
and shouting, "Hosanna! Hosanna!"
reach them and I cannot touch even
the smallest star with my lips. Grotesque, cruel,
agonizing. God! (Buries his face in his hands
.
)
Javier. Come, come Lazaro. Don't you see? You just can't in-
dulge in even the mildest excesses.
Lazaro. I have been talking a lot of nonsense, haven't I! No
matter. No one else has heard me, and I got it off my
chest. Now I am calmer. I am tired, and even sleepy,
I think
.
Javier. Sleep... it's the best thing you can do, so that nei-
ther your mother nor Carmen will see you in this con-
dition .
Lazaro. It doesn't matter about mother (Smiling). But Carmen
...No, don't let her see me make a fool of myself.
Poor girl, who imagines that I am some sort of a supe-
rior being. Poor little thing, it would go hard with
her. ( Lies d own on sofa .
)
Javier. Well, don't talk, and I won't talk either, and try to
sleep. In half an hour you'll be yourself again.
Lazaro. Sometimes people look foolish when they are asleep...
if I look very foolish don't let Carmen in, or else
wake me up.
Javier. No indeed, if you are not as beautiful, as Endymion,
I'll not^let her In. ( Pause . Javier walks up and
down. Lazaro begins to so to sleep.
)
81 In the original, al_ hlgui
,
al higul . All attempts to
find the meaning of this expression have failed.
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Lazaro. Javier, Javier...
Javier. What?
Lazaro. I am... almost asleep... How do I look?
Javier. Very poetic.
Lazaro. That’s good... thank you. Poetic!
Javier. (To himself ) No, Lazaro isn't well. I’ll speak to
his father. No, not with Don Juan, but with his moth-
er; she's the only responsible person in this house.
Lazaro. Javier.
Javier. What is it?
Lazaro. Fix Carmen's picture so I can see it better.
Javier. Like this?
Lazaro. Yes... for her... the light... for Lazaro .. .darkness
.
Javier. ( Walking slowly up and down ) I'll speak with his
mother. And... I had forgo tten ... what a coincidence!
it just happens that Dr. Bermudez, a specialist in
everything that has to do with the nervous system ar-
rived in town a few days ago. We'll have to consult
with him.
Lazaro. (Almost asleep) Javier!
Javier.
Lazaro.
Javier.
Lazaro
.
Javier
Aren’t you asleep?
Yes...more light...more light (With sliprhtly sorrowful
accent )
.
Now, there. ( Puts the pic tur e nearer the light. )
Silence
Yes
,
Carmen . .
.
( Watching him a_ little while . ) Thank God. . .he is
asleep
.
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Scene 7
Lazaro and Javier; Doha Dolores, Carmen, Don
Juan, and Don Timoteo, who don’t come in.
-Carmen
.
May we come in now?
Javier. Shhh.!
Carmen . It was just to say goodnight.
Javier. He’s asleep. He worked for a while, but he was worn
out.
Carmen Then we won't bother him. Good-by, Javier. The light
is shining on him... lower the flame. Good night
(Kisses Dona Dolores). Good nieht, Don Juan.
Tim. I'll see you tomorrow (To Doha Dolores). Tomorrow (To
Don Juan )
.
Juan
.
It won’t be later than tomorrow. I shall make you a
solemn visit. And as for you, my pretty one, prepare
yourself
!
Carmen. Me?
Juan Shhh... he's asleep.
Tim. Well... it's late. Good night.
Dol
.
Good night, my child. (Everyone speaks lew. Carmen
and Don Timoteo go out.)
Dol
Scene 8
Lazaro, Doha Dolores, Don Juan and Javier
(Going up to Javier) Did he work long?
Javier. No, but intensely. .. A great intellectual effort!
Juan (Going over and contemplating Lazaro) What a future
this boy of mine has. You can see it in his face...
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the mark of talent!
He is pale... too pale.
How do you want him to be? Fat and stodgy and red as
a beet? Then he wouldn’t be a genius!
Even so. . .that pallor. .
.
(
Both look anxiously at
Lazaro
.
)
There's no doubt about it, I’m the father of a genius.
And to think of the way they talked to me.
How was that?
Oh, nothing. ( Then , to himself ) Stupid moralizing...
the law of heredity, and all that sort of rot. The*
father, a profligate, the son, a prodigy! They can’t
accept it.
But he wasn’t ill, was he? It wasn't anything more
than fatigue?
Nothing more. You may as well go to bed now... I 'll
stay here until he wakes up.
I'll not go to bed. The idea!
#
I shall sit here ( Sits
down at the table ) and watch Lazaro as he sleeps. You
two standing. . .paying homage to genius. Move to one
side a little. I can't see my son.
He Isn't sleeping very soundly.
What do you expect! He is probably having such
dreams . .
.
My Lazaro.
( Aside ) Poor Lazaro.
(With pride and tenderness ) Don Juan Tenorio .. .keep-
ing watch over the sleep.. of the son of Don Juan!
( Chuckles fondly ) Silence ... s ilence ... silence ..
.
while he sleeps.
End of Ac t I
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Act II
Same
the table.
set as previous act . It Is daytime .
A few days have passed .
Flowers on
Scene 1
Lazar o and Don Juan
Don Juan is sitting beside the tea table. Lazaro walks
up and d own
,
and sits
,
by turns . He tries to write and throws
down the pen . He opens s_ book and reads a. moment
,
closes it
with annoyance and begins to walk up and down again . It is
clear that he is uneasy and nervous . All this business goes
on during the course of the scene . Don Juan watches him and
smokes a cigar.
Juan. What are you thinking about?
terrupting you.
Oh, excuse me, I am in-
Lazaro. Not at all, father. I wasn’t thinking about anything
important. My imagination was wandering and I with it.
Juan. If you want to work, to write, to read, and I bother
you. I'll go. Do you want me to go? I'll leave this
minute! ( Gets up .
)
Lazaro. No, father, for Heaven’s sake. You, annoy me?
Juan. ( Sitting down again ) Well, you see how it is. vVhat I
do, I can do any old place, since for doing nothing
any point in space is good enough. Space! There!
Your philosophical terms are sticking to me. The
father in space! The son in seventh heaven. That’s
why I say- -if I am in the way...
Lazaro. No, father. Don’t go away, and we'll talk about any-
thing you want.
Juan. You'd get a lot out of talking to me. Back to those
books of yours, your papers, and those things that are
so big that they strike fear in our hearts and are so
.'
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beautiful that they stun us. Go on, go on. I'll
watch you work. I'll get busy with something too.
(Rings
.
)
Just as you wish. ( Sits and wri tes f itfully . Teresa
c ome
s
in.
)
Teresita. ( Glances at his son and corrects himself .
)
Teresa, bring me a glass of Jerez and some cookies.
I have to do something too. Bring me the French news
papers. No, just Figaro and Gil Bias . ( To his son .
)
We'll both settle down to work. Wait (Tjo Teresa
,
who
stops on her way out), you might just bring me that
novel that is in my room. You know how to read, don't
you?
Yes, sir.
Well, the book is Nana
,
understand?
Nana
,
yes. I'll get it ( Exit )
.
( Gets up and paces the floor . ) I haven ' t any ideas
.
Today, no ideas. That is, I have them, but they come
like a flock of birds--fly about in a circle--and go
away.
Well, look here. I can't stand immoral novels.
What's that?
Nothing. I thought you said something. ( Severely )
I said that I don't like immoral novels. I read them,
yes. I am reading Nana out of curiosity, as an intel-
lectual exercise, but I find it intolerable. Litera-
ture is lost, my son. It is lost. Nemesio lent me
this book and I'll be glad when I've finished it.
Zola is a great writer. There it is--there's what I
was looking for. ( Sits down to write . Teresa c omes
in with a_ tray
,
a bottle of Jerez
,
a gl ass and the
cookies
,
Nana
,
and the two newspapers'. )
Here is everything you asked for. The wine, the
latest papers, nice fresh little cookies and your
Nanny
. ( Lingers , staring at the two .
)
Put the wine a little nearer, Teresa. Work, my son,
work. Pay no attention to me. Work, that's what
..
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successful men do. I worked a great deal too when I
was young. But I’m getting old. ( Looking at Teresa
who is laughing to herself ) What is that little
goose laughing at? You may go, Teresa, I don't need
you. Gil Bias ( Opens , begins to read ) . No, I guess
I'll read these papers. ( To Teresa , af f ec t ing severi-
ty ) I have told you to go. Now let’s see, let's see.
Ter. Yes, sir. ( She looks at them both for a moment and
starts toward the doorTT
Lazaro. ( Getting up ) Teresa.
Ter. Sir.
Lazaro. Come over here and talk more softly so as not to dis-
turb my father. He is reading. Did you take the
letter I gave you this morning?
Ter. Yes, sir. I took it myself.
Lazaro. Well, it was for Dr. Bermudez, wasn't it?
Ter. Yes, sir. That high faluting doctor who has come from
Madrid to see Don Luciana Barranco. You know--the one
everyone's arguing about--whether he's really crazy or
not ( Laughs )
.
Lazaro. ( Starts , controls himself ) Ah, yes, that's the one.
And you found him? And gave him my letter? What did
he say? Where is he? Come, at once.
Ter. Ob, sir.
Lazaro. Come on.
Ter. I left the letter. He wasn't there. They said...
Lazaro. Not so loud. ( Looks at h is father who is chuckling
over something in the paper .T~
Ter. They told me they would give him the letter as soon as
he got back. You don't have to worry.
Lazaro. It's all right. By the way, if an answer comes, bring;
it to me right away.
Ter. Certainly, the minute it comes.
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Lazaro
Juan
.
Lazero
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Lazaro
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Juan.
Lazaro
Juan.
. Well, you may fro. We may be disturbing my father.
( Aside ) Ha, ha I That's a good one! That’s really
witty. Spicy as a red pepoer. This is the only paper
worth reading!
. Have you got a good article there? Let's see--what's
it about? ( Reaches out for it .
)
( Folds up paper . ) A little article which is both
shameless and dull. I must put it away. ( Puts paper
in pocket of dressing gown
,
where it sticks out a
little
. ) Just imagine if Carmen should come and inno-
cently pick it up and read it!
. You're right there. ( Begins to pace up and down ner-
vously
. )
( To himself ) I hadn’t finished reading it. No matter.
I’ll read it later. ( Takes up Nana.) This is good
too. Spring in all its verdureT Get to work, my boy.
Get to work.
.
(To himself ) I’ll talk to the doctor today, and get
it off my mind. I know there's nothing wrong with me,
but I want a specialist to give me some assurance.
Once I calm down. I'll get back to my drama, my his-
torical-dritical study, and my aesthetic theories,
which are new, completely new, and--to Carmen. With
my muse on the one side whispering wonders in my ear,
and Carmen on the other side pressed close to my
heart--Ah, then! --to enjoy life, to relish success, to
live on love, and to satisfy my soul’s yearnings in
contemplation of the mysteries of the universe.
(To himself ) Stupendous. Colossal! Funniest thing
I ever readl Lord, what does one read for anyhow if
it’s not for amusement. Well, then, let's have amus-
ing books
.
. Is that book entertaining?
( Changes tone ) Y-yes, a little bit. But these light
things get tiresome. ( Sees Lazaro coming toward him
and puts Nana in his other pocket .
)
Have you some-
thing more solid I could read? Really solid?
Lazaro. I've got a lot of books. What kind do you want?
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Something serious-instructive, that makes a person
think
.
Lazaro. (Going tc> bookcase ) Do you want some thine: of Kant's?
Juan. Kant? Kant you say? That's it. He used to be my
favorite author. When I was young I used to read him
every night before I went to sleep. (Aside) Who on
earth is he?
Lazaro. ( Looks for a_ certain passage ) If you want me to, I'll
tell you where...
Juan. No, my boy--anywhere will do ( Takes book ) . You can
begin anywhere. You'll see. Don't worry about me,
now. Get to your writing. ( Lazaro sits down and
tries to write . Don Juan reads . ) '’According to this
aspect of relativity, in the third stage of taste,
the beautiful appears to us as the final form of an
object, a reality without substance." What the devil!
( Puts book out at arm ' s length and looks at it in
horrorT) "...or a finality without an end." My God.
Who's eroing to understand that? Let's see, let's see.
"Because we call final form the causality of any con-
cept in relation to the object..." Let's see, let's
see. ( Holds book even farther off . ) "Final form the
causality..." I think I am perspiring ( Wines fore-
head ) . "The Conscience of this finality without end
is the play of the perspective powers." How's that?
"The play of the forces . . .play. " Well, I ought to
understand all that about play, if it's cards they're
talking about. "The Conscience of this internal cau-
sality is what constitutes aesthetic pleasure." If I
go on I'll get a headache. Heavens and earth! To
think that Lazaro understands all that about the
finality without end, about causality, and the play
of perspective forces. My lord, what a boy! ( Goes on
reading ) "The principle of formal necessity in nature
is the principle of the force of the senses." ( Pounds
table with f is
t
. ) I'll lose my own if I go on read-
ing. If that boy of mine reads these things he'll go
out of his mind.
Lazaro. Do you find it interesting?
Very. What depth! ( As ide ) I've been falling five
minutes and haven't got to the bottom. (To Lazaro )
I should say it interests me. But, frankly, I prefer
Juan
.
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Lazaro
.
Juan.
Lazaro
Juan.
Lazaro.
Juan
.
Lazaro
Juan
Lazaro
Juan
Lazaro
Juan.
Hegel?
Exactly. ( As id e ) Nana , I mean. (To Lazaro
)
But
you, my boy, you’re not reading, you’re not writing:
you’re out of sorts. What’s the matter? Did you get
worn out hunting? It’s a very healthful exercise for
a bookworm like you. Are you ill?
No, I’m all right. I had a good time those three
days--in the country. But this morning was so dark
and rainy that I decided to come home.
You got here just when I was getting up. I told you
the big news. You seemed so happy about it--until
you went back into one of your moods. Poor Carmen--
you don’t love her as much as she loves you. ( Coming
closer and almost whispering. )
That’s not true! I love her with all my heart--you
have no idea how much. I am the way I am-- reserved,
undemons trative-- but I know what love is.
That’s the way to talk. For she, poor child, dear me,
she’s such a helpless little thing.
And whv didn’t Don Timoteo answer at once that he was
willing? When you asked for his daughter for your son,
why did he hesitate?
Hesitate! When I did him the honor of reouesting
Carmen’s hand for my Lazaro! Hesitate! If he had,
I’d have strangled the old buzzard. To marry a man
like you! What more could any daughter want or any
father for his daughter?
Then why did he put off the answer until today?
One of those rules of etiquette, a social form. Don
Timoteo was always a stickler for those things. He
said that he would talk it over with Carmen. Imagine!
As if she would say anything but yes
.
I guess you’re right.
Of course. Now--with a little wife, your home, your
work, and good sense, you’ll soon be famous, and
everyone will say, "That’s Don Lazaro Mejia, son of
Don Juan Mejia.” Ah.
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I'll do all I can. I shall love Carmen, you may be
sure of that.
Of course, of course. But look here, something is
bothering you. You seem sort of preoccupied.
It's just that I'm thinking about my new play.
Well then, I'm going this very minute. With my cull
talk I keep you from thinking. Ah! thought! ( Looks
at book ) The perceptive forces, ( Taking another look )
finality, finality. Well, see you later.
Don't go on my account.
( Laughing ) A wise man's need for meditation must be
respected. I'm going to shut myself up and read this
great book you have lent me. ( Breaks off a flower
and puts it in the lapel of his dressing gown . ) Do
you think I'd hesitate a moment between Kant and Nana ?
(Rings
.
)
Just as you wish.
Good-by, son. To your drama--and don't put anything
immoral in it. ( Teresa enters .
)
Sir.
Look here, Teresa, take all this up to my room. Wait,
( Pours out another glass of wine , taps one of his
pockets') here, Gil Bias , ( Taos the othe
r
) here,
Nana
,
with Kant running after her. And so to my room.
Work, my boy, work. Do something great. Leave some-
thing worthwhile behind you when you die, as I shall
leave you. ( Drinks . ) For this finality--has an end.
To work, to work. Oh, me, what a boy, this Lazaro.
Take this tray up to my room. Teres its. ( Goes out
with Gil Bias in one pocket
,
Nana in the other
,
the
flower in his buttonhole
,
and the volume of Kant
tightly grasped in his hand
.
)
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Scene 2
Teresa, starting: to take out the wine and cakes .
Teresa, haven’t there been any letters for me?
No, sir.
Patience. Don’t tell my mother that I wrote to that
Dr. Bermudez.
No, sir.
Is my mother up yet?
Up] She was on her 7/ay to Mass with Miss Carmen be-
fore you were back in town this morning;.
Was she?
And I don’t see hov/ she could get up so early, nor
how she had the courage to go out.
Why?
Because she was very ill last night, very ill indeed.
Mother ? ( Getting up.
)
Yes, sir. Nerves, I’d say. What a fit of weeping,
what 7/ringing of hands I I wanted to send for you.
Why in Heaven's name didn’t they tell me? Poor
mother! I had my horse and could have been here in
an hour.
She didn’t want you to know. "Not a word of this to
anyone." That's what she said, and v/hen she gives an
order, it's an order.
But hov/ can this be? My father didn't say anything
about it.
He didn't find out. He v/ent to the theatre and then
to the Casino with Don Timoteo and Don Nemesio; he
came back late and as your mother had said, "Tell no
one," he wasn’t told.
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Lazaro. But how did it happen?
She never gets sick.
What could have caused it?
Ter
.
Oh, I don’t know. Last night she ate early and went
out, alone. She came back at ten--could hardly get
to her room, and when she got there she fell in a dead
faint.
Lazaro. God! And to think that no one told me.
Ter. Well, I am telling you now, in spite of what she said.
For you, I'd... you know that when you want anything,
I. .
.
(
Lazaro seems not to hear her
. ) But don ' t worry,
this morning she was well and strong again. Of
course, she was pale, and what great black circles she
had under her eyes! Well, there's a woman for you.
On the verge of death one moment and feeling fine the
next.
Lazaro. You mean that she is all right, absolutely all right?
Ter. But wasn't I just telling you that she locked fine
when she went out this morning? You mustn't take it
so hard. ( Lazaro has been pac ing up and down in great
agitation
.
)
Lazaro. Well--if she's better .. .Anyhcw, when my mother re-
turns, let me know immed lately.
Ter. Anything else?
Lazaro. Nothing. ( The bell rings several times . ) My father
is calling. Go. Go at once--that bell gets on my
nerves
.
Ter. It's for me to take up this tray.
Lazaro. ( Bell continues to ring.) Hurry, for pity's sake.
Ter. Here I go. He's terribly impatient, your good father.
Lazaro. And if they bring an answer from Dr. Bermudez...
Ter Right away. ( Bell goe s on ringing . ) Coming, coming!
( Says this wi thout raising her voice , as if to her-
self
,
as she goes out
.
)
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Scene 3
Lazaro, alone
Lazaro
.
What she has told me about my poor mother has put me
all on edge. (As if worried ) Something’s wrong with
me. ( ProtestingT Oh, I'm all right. How that Dr.
Bermudez is going to laugh when I call him in! I'm
overapprehensive
,
that's all, but I feel strong
enough. Javier is always saying, "Steady, there,
steady." ( Fulls himself up and walks wi th f irm steps.
I know now what the trouble is-- it's that I am so
happy, that it makes me afraid. Happy! ( Counts on
his f ingers
. ) My parents, so good to me; Carmen, who
adores me; I myself, madly in love with her; fame,
which is calling me; I, who respond to the call,
"Lazaro is coming"; my eyes, which can never get
enough of light and color; my thoughts, which never
tire of grasping at wonders; my life, which wants to
go on... To go on living-- that ' s it! They say that
life is sad, and full of troubles. Liars! Has any-
thing better been discovered? Would it be better to
be a stone, which has no nerves to tremble with de-
light? Would it be better to be water, which runs
stupidly on, without knowing where it is going? Or
to be air, to blow with no reason and get full of
earth and dust and dirt? No. It is better to be
Lazaro, because Lazaro has such good parents ( Begins
to count on fingers again ) , and he has Carmen, and
fame, and above all, life, and more important, his
thought s— reason. I have all this. I have it. Of
course I hsve it. ( Curls himself up in a. chair. ) Of
course. And because all these things are so good, I'm
afraid of losing them. I am afraid, like a little
boy. Sometimes I feel as if I were a little boy, and
want to go to my mother and curl up in her lap. A man
who almost understands Kant and Kegel, who writes
plays, successful plays at that, very successful. A
man, every inch a man, who even had his duels in
Madrid, and a little love affair here and there.
Practical reason--not Kant's but Zola's, which tickles
Kant's pure reason and makes the good lady laugh.
Well, this same fine fellow Lazaro is sometimes a
child--and wants his mother to hug him and buy him
toys. To be a child! It's not so bad to be a child,
at that. I'd rather like it ( Laughing ) . What non-
sense. Lord, what sort of nonsense am I talklng--what
rubbish! ( Remains in his chair
,
thinking
,
and laugh-
ing very quietly77
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Scene 4
Ter
.
Lazaro
.
Ter.
Berm.
Lazaro.
Berm.
Lazaro.
Berm
.
Lazaro
Berm.
Lazaro
Bern.
Lazaro.
Lazaro, Teresa, then Bermudez
Sir, a gentleman gave me this card.
(As if awakening ) A gentleman. Let’s see--Dr.
Bermudez. But why has he taken all this trouble? I
would have gone--Tell him to come in-- to come in, I
say--Hurry up, girl, and tell him to come in. ( Teresa
goes out
. ) I've got to be prudent, composed, calm,
when 1 talk to this man. My God! what if he had
heard the way I was carrying on just now?
( Announces ) Dr. Bermudez. ( Exit
)
Is this Don Lazaro Mejia?
( Courteously , trying to get himself in hand . ) How do
you do? I am very glad to know you, but regret with
all my heart having troubled anyone as busy as you
must be! A man of such eminence--an authority!
Not at all, not at all. I received your letter...
But I didn't mean for you to take the trouble... I only
asked for an appointment. I would have gone to see
you. But sit down. I can't have you standing another
minute. Sit here. No, here, here you will be more
comfortable.
Many thanks, you are very kind. ( Sits down.)
I don't know whether I have a right to sit down in the
presence of a man like you! A national figure! ( Con-
trols himself so that his voice is na tural . If any-
thing
,
he is overnolite
.
)
My dear sir!
Known all over Europe!
I don't know what to say. I don't deserve. .
.
(
Aside )
This young man is a likeable chap. No wonder they
said in Madrid that he was talented.
Nonsense! In a celebrity like Dr. Bermudez, we'll
give modesty voice, but not vote.
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Berm. My dear sir . .
.
(Aside) How well he expresses himself.
Lazaro
Berm.
Lazaro
Berm.
Lazaro
Berm.
Lazaro
Berm.
Lazaro
. Call me Lazaro--I really don't deserve anything more
formal from you. Speak to me as a teacher to his
pupil, or dare I say, as one good friend to another,
a very respectful friend?
Just as you wish. The honor is mine. ( As ide ) Like-
able, no doubt about it.
. I must reiterate my regret at having caused you the
trouble of this visit. .
.
Not at all. I assured your mother last night that if
she needed me again, or if she wished to give me any
new information regarding the case, I would give her
every possible attention. All she had to do, I told
her, was to send a card saying ,,Come M and I would be
here. So when I got your letter this morning, I said
to myself, n I must go at once to see how I can be of
service to the mother, and at the same time meet her
son— a young man on his way to being one of our
national figures.
• ( With deprecating gesture ) Dr. Bermudez. ( As ide )
Mother- -last night--what is he talking about?... So my
mother went to see you last night, because...
Yes, sir. She told me all about it. That you we re
out hunting and didn’t expect to be back all week,
that she had been told that I was returning to Madrid
today, and that she had wished to consult me without
delay about the illness of that poor young man—
a
nephew or cousin, or at any rate, connection of hers.
Nephew, I believe she said, Don Luis... Don Luis...
. Her nephew, of course ( Smiling ) . ( Aside ) What's this
all about? What relative is this? It's not true!
Good God-- a nephew, of whom my mother is very fond.
But she also has me—Lazaro, her son.
And she must be very proud of you, too.
. Dr. Bermudez, I wish you would explain to me all that
you were so kind as to explain to my mother. Women,
you know, understand so little of medicine, and al-
though I don't understand much either, nevertheless...
Berm. That's true--it is different.
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Lazaro. It is different, that’s it. And moreover, I know this
poor young man--poor Luis--more intimately. I can
supply you with further details.
Berm. Oh, in that respect your mother was very exact. A
very observant woman!
Lazaro. She is indeed! You don’t know how much so! An obser-
vant woman! ( Aside ) Her tears--when she came home.
What is he saying, this man?
Berm. In all events. It would be advisable for me to see
the young man--but if it is not possible...
Lazaro. I think it is possible. You shall see him, that will
be the best thing. I will take you myself--to his
house. Yes, indeed.
Berm. Exactly. That’s what I told your mother, but she said
that the family didn’t want to take the step unless
forced to. I understand their attitude and don’t
blame them for it.
Lazaro. That's foolishness. I’ll take you there myself right
now to see that poor young man. A man like you! A
man like you has a right to see anyone in the world.
What an idea!
Berm. In that case, whenever you say ( Rises )
.
Lazaro. If you will permit me, my friend, my dear friend, be-
fore we go, I should like very much to ask you to tell
me what it was my mother told you and what your opin-
ion is, because although she spoke to me this morning
about her visit to you, and told me what was said on
both sides, I should like to hear it from your own
lips. ( Persuasively ) So much can be learned by lis-
tening to a man like Dr. Bermudez! I want so much to
hear you talk. That's what I've always wanted. Tell
me, please do.
Berm. My dear Lazaro... (Aside) I seem to fascinate him....
Your mother put the background of the patient before
me very lucidly--his illnesses when a child, his char-
acter, his studies, his exalted imagination, the first
symptoms of the disease--a mild attack, followed by a
more severe one.
Lazaro. ( Rather drily ) All this I know. ( With exaggerated
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show of aff ec tlon ) Go on, go on, my dear Bermudez.
The doctor is a sort of confessor, and your mother
told me a good deal about the youth of the father--of
the young man's father.
Ah, his youth, yes--his youth. And what of that?
His life of vice, his unbridled libertinism.
Libertinism! ( Becomes excited . Controls himself. )
Yes. (With forced laugh »T Sowing his wild oats. A
woman always exaggerates those things. I haven't been
a saint myself, nor, in all probability, have you.
Oh, doctor, with all your knowledge, all your solem-
nity--who knows? Oh, these doctors! ( Slaps him on
shoulders
. ) How about it?
We are all mortal and sinners, my friend Lazaro.
( Laughs .
)
And we take gilt for sold. Well, go on with the story.
Well, this gentleman, the patient’s father, did not
mend his ways as he grew older. His wife has appar-
ently suffered a great deal. Do you suppose that your
mother is correctly informed about this? Because if
it is true, it must be taken into account. That's why
I ask.
(Aside) My head! ... .Look here, my dear doctor, these
are details I know nothing about ( Managing to control
himself and talk in a natural tone of voice ) . But if
my mother says it is true, it must be true. She is a
woman of pure soul and high intellec t--and a wonderful
mother. But let's not talk about the mother, but of
the son--that is to say, the other mother's son. Go
on, go on. What else?
As the boy grew older his mother had to send him to a
boarding school in Prance so that he would not find
out about the life his father led.
( Aside ) It is I! It is I! Oh! I must be calm!
What's that?
Nothing. I always laueh at these family tragedies--
the father, a rake, and the son... But because I have
so much respect for you and because this particular
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case is so sad, I didn’t dare to laugh. Ah, doctor--
what a world is this to live in! Well, well. ( Gets
hold of himself . ) Yes, sir, the story, as far as I
know it, is exact. Then they sent him to study at
Madrid, unhappy boy, but see here, he wasn't so un-
happy there, at that.
Berm. Exactly--and the father, still the same.
Lazaro. Let's not talk about the father ( Rather harshly )
.
What good does it do? The son is born, and grown--
there's no help for it now. Ah! I beg pardon. I
love my father, I have so much respect for him, that
your words hurt, really hurt. A weakness in me, I
realize--but we poets are like that. You--you people
are above human miseries. The eagle would just as
soon fly over the great ice-cloaked cliff--as over the
germ-laden pool, or the auagmire. Eh! But we are not
all like Dr. Bermudez. ( Takes his hand .
)
Berm. I respect your sensitiveness, but science is implaca-
ble. A father ( Lazaro goes back to his chair ) who has
wasted his life in vice, who has spent all his life's
force in the mire of licentious living, who has heated
his blood in the flame of the most impure fires, runs
the risk of transmitting to his son a heritage of the
germs of death or of insanity. ( Lazaro shrinks back .
)
And I can tell you now, as I told your mother last
night, without danger of having to change my opinion
when I examine the patient, that if the picture you
have painted is an exact one--and I believe it is--
Lazaro. It is! And so?
Bern. Ah! Not with impunity can the wellsprings of life be
corrupted. The son of that father will end very soon
in insanity or idiocy. A madman or an imbecile! That
is his fate. ( Bermudez says this without looking at
Lazaro
,
with solemnity
,
as if pronouncing a sentence .
He looks straight ahead and mo t i on s toward Lazaro
.
)
Lazaro. ( Sinks d own in chair and looks with horror at Bermudez.
As ide
. ) Ah, no--What--My f ather--I--it ' s a lie, a
lie! ( Hides his face in his hands .
)
What on earth--Lazaro
. My dear Mejia, are you ill?
What are you saying! I don’t understand. ( Rises and
goes to Lazaro.) Can it be--that...
Berm.
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Lazaro. That I am the madman! Say no more! That I am the
idiot! silence! That it is I--I--Take a good look
at me: study me carefully: reaffirm your diagnosis.
Meditate, examine, and sentence me! ( Bermudez is
standing . Lazaro
,
seated
,
takes h m by the armTT
Berm. But this is not fair, my dear Mejia. It is not correct.
For God’s sake, Lazaro!
Lazaro. Fairness--c orrec tness
,
in a man like me? Bermudez,
Bermudez. I did wrong, I confess. An idiot presents
his most humble excuses to a v/ise man. Be generous.
Forgive me. ( Speaks the s e lines with, s ome thing be-
tween courtesy and sadness
,
with something of sarcasm.]
Bern. You have not understood me. I am sorry on your ac-
count, Lazaro, because I have given you... a bad turn,
without intending to. There is no cause for it, be-
lieve me. God knows one isn't safe around these play-
wrights. Not a bit safe! (Trying to make a joke of
it. )
Lazaro. Just a minute, now. I want the truth. Some light of
reason is still left in me, and I am auite able to
understand what you say to me. Yes! The truth,
Bermudez, the truth! It is the last truth I shall be
able to comprehend and I wish to relish it. ( Gets up )
I can still unders tand--yes
,
still.
Berm. My good friend Lazaro. By all the saints in Heaven...
Lazaro. No, I am still in my right mind; I am going to explain
everything. My mother, pretending that she was de-
scribing another, described me: I, pretending interest
in another, was really interested in myself, and be-
tween a poor mother and a poor devil, a wise man has
been made a fool of. A fool, no, I beg your pardon.
To know the truth, that's all I wanted, no more; but
as truth is a traitor, sometimes it must be treacher-
ously drawn out. I humbly nray you to forgive us
both--my mother, and me.
Berm. I can't get over it. I can't forgive myself for
speaking so ill advisedly. ( Tries to find a way ou
t
.
)
I told you that I was taking a chance, a great chance,
in making a diagnosis without examining the patient.
Lazaro. Well, here you have the patient. Haven't I told you
that I am he? Oh, you needn't be afraid! I am a man
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who can look death face to face, and to the grimace of
insanity give back one more grotesque. As long as I
have a heart, it will obey my mind.
For God’s sake, calm yourself. It is not as bad as
all that.
Lazaro. I am perfectly calm, and still have my wits about me.
Sit down and let us talk this over quietly. Tell me
everything. .. but speak softly, so that my mother will
not find out. And not a word about my father I No--
not that! Not a word. I was reckless, myself, when
I was in Madrid, and this insanity is mine, all mine.
Oh, don’t deny it! It’s not fair. Dr. Bermudez.
Can’t you see it’s not fair? You take away my reason
and want to take my madness too. We were saying. . .we
were saying that my father... No! Silence! Well, my
reason msy not belong to me, but my madness is mine,
and I shall defend it-- I shall defend it, Bermudez.
Now, let's talk calmly about me--about my affliction.
Berm. My dear Mejia, my dear Lazaro. All that I said before
was purely hypothetical. Now that I know you, I must
modify my opinion entirely.
Lazaro. Really, doctor (With sc ornful smile ) , I may be half
crazy, but I’m not an idiot yet.
Berm. For the love of God, Mejia. I’m the one who is going
to lose his mind, if you go on like this.
Lazaro. When do you believe that I shall suffer the decisive
attack; the last--that brings eternal night, that
shrouds us forever in folds of darkness? You can see
I have been a poet'. Eternal night! Shrouds of dark-
ness! Well, tell me, when? How long do you give me?
A year? Three months? Or may it come right away?
Frankly--you have observed that I can still hear and
understand, and even talk like a poet--Eternal Night!
Shrouds of darkness! Well? Do you give me a year,
now?
Berm
.
It's easy to see you are a poet. You throw yourself
into flights of fantasy. Look here, your nervous sys-
tem is shaken, somewhat shaken, I don’t deny. But I
can vouch for your recovery. No one can ask for more.
Lazaro. Yes, of course, my recovery, of course. But the final
attack--wh.en will it be? The way I feel these days.
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Berm.
it must be near, very near.
Foolishness, foolishness. That's all a lot of foolish-
ness .
Lazaro
.
Exactly. What else would you expect from me--but
foolishness? Come, now. Make an effort. Will it be
tomorrow? Today?
Berm. Neither today nor tomorrow, if you use your head.
Lazaro If I use my head. Ah, you're a clever one! I shall
not lose my mind if I use my head. Of course!
Berm. That's a good sign--we're already joking.
Lazaro. Why, I'm quite all right now. All at once I felt a
wave of blood go to my brain, and then, a wave of icy
cold which enveloped my whole body. And now I feel
quite myself ... tired, a little tired, that's all.
Berm. Well, now, take a good rest, keep as quiet as you can,
and before I go back to Madrid I shall return. I
shall convince you...
Lazaro But I am convinced. I don't want to take any more of
your time. You have been too kind.
Berm. Well, then, if you will excuse me (Taking his leave).
Lazaro Of course! And please don't think harshly of me.
(Goes with him.
)
Berm. Not at all, my dear friend.
Lazaro. (Stooping him) One moment more. (In his ear) 'When?
Berm. Again J
Lazaro No. All I want you to tell me is this, "Lazaro, there
is no hope. The attack will come next month, next
year, or tomorrow, or tonight, or this very minute..."
or whenever it may be. That is all you have to tell
me. I ask no more.
Be rm
.
But how can you ask me knowingly to make such an un-
founded statement?
Lazaro. Because it is ycur inescapable duty to tell me the
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Berm.
Lazaro
.
Berm.
Lazaro
Berm
.
Lazaro.
Berm
Lazaro
Berm.
Lazaro
Berm.
truth. (With emphasis ) No matter how bitter, how
painful it may be, you should tell me. It is a matter
of honor, of life and death. Now you will understand
me. ( Sof tly , in his ear ) I adore Carmen; our wedding
date is set within two weeks. Now answer, in all seri-
ousness. Can I without being guilty of infamy unite
my idiot’s life to hers?
What a question!
You are a man of honor. Go without answering. The
way is clear. I am not holding you back.
But, Lazaro!
But remember that because of a moment’s cowardice,
because of not having talked to me as man to man--and
I am still a man--you are going to do a great deal of
harm. Because if you don’t say, ’’Renounce her," I
shall not five Carmen up, but I shall take her in my
arms anc drag her with me to the abyss.
Take care, I can't stand any more of this.
Take cere, for love is life! A wave of life which
goes on and on. And what would our children, our
grandchildren, be like? Have courage, speak out! A
flock of neurotics, of idiots, of madmen, perhaps even
of criminals, the dregs of prodigality! Be frank,
take courage, tell me.
Oh, what an imagination. If you go on like this, you
surely will go mad.
By the memory of your mother, by the honor of your
family, by the happiness of your children, by the sa-
cred duty of your profession, by your conscience as an
honorable man, for pity's, for compassion's sake--if
you had a daughter, would you let her marry me?
Today, no. .
.
(
Tries to continue
.
)
Enough! Nor tomorrow, either. Enough--never ! Thank
you. That is my sentence. Carmen! Carmen! ( Falls
into chair
.
)
Lazaro--you didn't let me finish. Lazaro ! --poor boy--
listen to^me! I must call for help. He is going to
faint. Lazaro! (Rings.) Come in here.
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Berm.
Dol.
Juan
.
Dol.
Juan
Lazaro.
Dol.
Lazaro
.
Berm.
Lazaro
Juan.
Dol.
Juan
Berm.
Juan.
Lazaro.
Scene 5
Lazaro, Bermudez, Dona Dolores and Don Juan
Madam!
( Runn ing ut> to him ) Dr. Bermudez!
(To Bermudez ) My Lazaro!
(To Bermudez ) My son!
But what does this mean? What does it mean?
Nothin?! ( Gets up. ) We called... you didn’t come.
We called again, and here you are. I called because
I wanted you to meet my good friend Dr. Bermudez. My
mother ( Presents her ) you have met, have you not?
Son ( They embrace )
.
(To Bermudez ) Do not think it strange. I have been
away for a week, and we had net seen each other until
^ust now. That is why we embraced.
Of course.
My father ( Presents him). I saw my father this morn-
ing, and so I am not going to embrace him. ( Den Juan
looks up to him imploringly
. ) Nevertheless, so that
you will not imagine that I love him less than I love
my mother, I shall embrace him, too. Father!
Lazaro! Press me tighter. More. That’s it! (To
his v/if e ) You see, Dolores, see? He is strong ! He
has almost taken my breath away. Everything you have
told me is nonsense.
Yes, you are rieiht. It is nonsense.
(To Bermudez ) So you find him a bit delicate?
Not at all. It's really nothing.
Do you hear? (To hi s wif
e
) Those ideas of yours!
That’s all--delicate, a little delicate. Don't worry,
mother.
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Dol . Lazaro! My son! My Lazaro! ( Caresses him.)
Juan. And T? Am I to worry or not? Or doesn't it matter?
( Goes up _to Lazaro . )
Lazaro. You mustn't worry either, father. There's no reason
why you should. I am ouite well. Ask Bermudez. I am
going to work a little while (With anguish ) because I
can't stand it any longer ( Controls himself ) . I can't
stand this laziness, that is. And if I follow the
doctor's orders--carefully--soon you will see--the
resurrection of Lazaro. Goodby, Bermudez .. .Mother
!
Father! That's it--That's it! The resurrection of
Lazaro. . .Ah! .. .for this Lazaro there is no resurrec-
tion. (Exit. )
Scene 6
Doha Dolores, Don Juan and Bermudez
Juan. (To Bermudez ) Speak, for the sake of all that's holy.
I know that there's nothing wrong--but I want you to
speak! Now, now. My Lazaro, what about him? She
has been saying such things. Lord, what a woman. (To
Dolores ) You have always been like this. You jump at
conclusions. It's a serious matter. (To Bermude z
)
Well
,
now. .
.
Berm. My dear Don Juan, you must understand...
Dol. Have you changed your opinion?
Berm. Substantially, no.
Dol. Oh God! Oh God! ( Throws herself into the chair ,
sobbing
.
)
Berm. You must be calm, my dear lady.
Juan. I should say so, since what you say can't be possible.
That would be the last straw. Just let a genius like
Lazaro show his face--and all at once... If it were I,
well, that's something else. It might happen to me
any day. But Lazaro, Lazaro! Take cars what you say.
For these are things that go very deep. We must take
our time, think them over. They go deep... they go
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deep
.
Berm. You are right, Don Juan. And now, if you will excuse
me, I am greatly upset and can’t even think straight!
Juan. (To his wif
e
) Do you hear that? He can't even think
straight
.
Bern. La ter-- tomorrow-- some other day, I shall have the
pleasure of paying my respects to you again and of
seeing Lazaro. Now, if you will permit me, I shall
go.
Dol. ( Runs toward him ) But you're not going back to Madrid
right away? Not that!
Berm. No, madam. I shall be here two or three weeks longer.
Dol. In that case, come again. Come again, I pray you.
Juan. Yes, indeed. You must come back.
Berm. Yes, sir, I will.
Dol. Tomorrow!
Juan. If you were to look in this evening--eh? You could
have coffee with us. I have some of the best Jerez...
Berm. Not tonight. I shall come tomorrow.
Dol. Goodnight, Bermudez. ( Goes with him) Save my son!
Juan. Goodnight .. .And take care what happens to my boy!
Berm. Goodnight, Madam ( Soueezing her hand )
.
Dol. My good doctor!
Scene 7
Dona Dolores and Don Juan, then Teresa
Dona Dolores falls into £ chair ; Don Juan pace s lamely
up and down, with s isns of grea t nervousness
.
'.
.
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Juan. This man doesn’t know what he’s talking about. You
heard him- -he said he couldn't think straight. What
an idea! That you can lose your talent or your mind
as easily as you would lose your hat. I left my hat
around here somewhere. .. I left my head around here
somewhere. Bah l Idiots are born that way--not just
idiots either. If a man is a fool he has been that
way all his life. There is no one more consistent
than a fool. But a genius--a genius--What ideas these
doctors have! And this one-- judging my Lazaro who
knows Kant and Hegel by heart, when he says he can't
even think straight himself. Answer me, isn’t that
true?
Dol. If it only were!
Juan. But don’t you think that auack has told us a pack of
lies?
Dol. ( Desperately ) And if it were true? Then what? Why
was I ever born? (Goes toward Don Juan
,
who shrinks
back.) My illusions lost on account of you! My
youth stained on account of you! My dignity made
shreds of! After twenty years of sacrificing myself
to be worthy of my Lazaro! Good, for his sake, loyal,
for his sake, resigned, for his sake--and now. .. .You
have always been a wretch, but this time you are right.
It is Impossible. Impossible. God cannot wish such
a thing.
Juan. Well, then, I have been a wretch. But don't think
about that now. And above all, don't say it. Say
that you forgive me. Forgive me, Dolores!
Dol. What difference does it make to you?
Juan. It makes a difference to both of us. If you do not
forgive me, and it occurs to God to punish me, and he
punishes me in Lazaro. .. rtHe could have been a genius--
there he stands, an idiot. !t This is a very serious
matter. You must not say those things....
Dol. What do you mean? You aren't yourself either. Never
mind... Just in case, I forgive you with all my heart.
Juan. Thank you, Dolores. It is better that way.
Dol. But help me to save Lazaro. (Clings to him. )
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Juan
.
Dol
.
Juah
Dol.
Juan.
Dol.
Juan
I'll do all I can, though I have to give what little
life is left me.
Give your life? What is your life worth now? All the
life God gave you you should have given him.
Dolores
!
You are right. I had forgiven you. I'll say no more.
We'll take him to the finest doctor in Madrid.
Yes
.
And then to Paris, to consult the best-known special-
ists .
Dol. Exactly. And then to Germany.
Juan. And to England. The English are clever. Bah! There
is plenty of knowledge in the world.
Dol. We'll make use of it all for Lazaro.
Juan. That's it! All, all for him. All that is left of my
fortune. I threw away a lot of it, but I am still
rich.
Dol.
Juan
Dol.
Juan.
Dol.
Juan
I have never called you to account for it. You threw
away what was yours.
No, my dear. It wasn't mine. Now I realize that it
was Lazaro' s. But how did I know I was going to have
Lazaro? Dolores! We must save him!
We shall stand guard over his reason like two jailors,
so that it cannot escape. ( Grasps her husband by the
arm
. )
Like two desperate parents--and we will save him. Say
that we will! ( Falls ween ins- into £ chair . ) I have
been wicked, but I have not wanted to hurt anyone. I
didn't know such a thine- could happen. If they had
onlv told me! Lazaro! Lazaro!
Don't break down. You need your strength now for the
struggle ahead.
Strength. You'll see whether I'm strong or not.
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Don’t worry on that score.
Dol . That’s the way I want to see you. And, really, I
think that Dr. Bermudez is exaggerating.
Juan. Why, he’s a dabbler, a quack. A fool who can’t think
straight. Liar! ( Shows f ist . ) My head is splitting.
I have a burning feeling in my chest. I am as dry--
Teresa ( Rings ) , Teresa...
Dol. ( Calling ) Teresa. ( Goes over to Don Juan ) What’s
the matter with you?
Juan. Nothing. Nothing. ( Enter Teresa .
)
Ter. Sir?
Juan. Bring me a glass of Jerez. No, a glass of water.
Just water.
Ter. Yes, sir.
Juan. ( Pac ing the floor ) From today on I am going to morti-
fy the flesh. On bread and water, like an anchorite,
all for Lazaro. I am desperately worried about him.
Dol. We must be very careful. No one must know.
Juan. No one. Our trips will be pleasure trips, to give
Lazaro a chance to see the world.
Dol. Not a word to anyone.
Juan. Not even to Carmen. Don't say a word to her.
Dol. Poor Carmen. My poor angel. But you are right.
Lazaro comes first.
Juan. First, of course! Where on earth is that girl? I’m
choking.
Scene 8
Dona Dolores, Don Juan, Teresa, Don Timoteo
Ter. ( Comes in with a glass of water.) Here is Don Timoteo
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Juan. Tell him to come In.
Ter. He's coming.
Juan. (To his wife. ) Not a word. Try to look as if nothing
had happened. Here, drink some water. Compose your-
self .
Dol. Thank you. I'm all right now.
Tim. My dear Dona Dolores.
Dol. Timoteo.
Juan. ( About to embrace him) Dear old Timoteo.
Tim. None of that. Don't you see that I am making a formal
call? That I have on a black suit?
Dol. Black? What for?
Juan. Why?
/
Tim. Don't be alarmed. I'm not in mourning; I'm just being
very formal, very grave. Now you shall see why.
Isn't Carmen somewhere around?
Dol. We went to Mass together. She is in there with Don
Nemesio and Javier. She's as hapny as a lark!
Tim. Well, call them all in. All of them. ( Doha Dolores
rings
. ) Except Lazaro. He shall come in later. Ah!
( Laughingly ) This is a solemn matter, very solemn
indeed
!
Ter. Madam.
Dol. Ask Miss Carmen to be so kind as to come in here.
Tim. And all the rest of them. Everyone. And no one need
speak to me until they come.
Dol. (To Don Juan ) Have you guessed what it's all about?
Juan, (To Doha Dolores ) Yes.
Tim. Let us have silence. The silence which comes before
all great events. ( Laugh, s
. )
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Scene 9
Dona Dolores, Don Juan, Don Timoteo, Carmen,
Javier and Don Nemesio
Carmen. ( Running toward h^r father ) Did you call me?
Tim. Softly, my child. Don’t you see how serious we all
are?
Carmen. What’s the matter?
Tim. Go over there by Dolores. That’s right. ( Carmen outs
her arm around Doha Dolores
.
)
Dol . Carmen dear!
Nem. Now, now. .
.
Javier. There's a wedding in the air.
Tim. Silence! Are you ready? Now, be serious and nay at-
tention, because I’m going to begin. Wait a minute.
You, Javier, must go out at the opportune moment to
get Lazaro, understand? Now, then, quiet as mice, all
of you, and listen to every word I say. ( Pauses
.
)
Don Timoteo ( With mock solemnity ).. .My dear sir...
Devil take it. You*d think I were writing a letter.
Juanito, you asked me for Carmen’s hand for your son.
I consulted with my daughter, who is dying for love of
your son, and here she is. And I want to say here be-
fore everyone--Marry them soon, for Heaven's sake!
Now. On with the program! Blushing, tears, smiles,
embraces! ( All do spontaneously as he suggests .
Carmen and Doha Dolores embrace
,
Doha Dolores weep s
,
Don Nemesio and Javier smile
,
while Don Timoteo and
Don Nemesio embrace
. ) Javier, get Lazaro. Hurry.
Now's the time!
Javier. I'm going. Lazaro! Lazaro!
Carmen. Mother!
Dol. Daughter!
Tim. (To Don Juan ) What's the matter? Aren't you glad?
Juan. Of course, of course.
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Tim. Why doesn’t he come?
Scene 10
Lazaro
.
Javier.
Lazaro.
Tim.
Lazaro
Dol.
Juan.
Lazaro.
Juan
.
Lazaro
Carmen.
Lazaro.
Carmen
Dol.
Tim.
Same, and Javier bringing Lazaro
( Pale , distracted , brought in almost bodily by Javier )
Where are you taking me? Where?
Come now, man. You’re on the wav--to happiness]
What is going on? What do they want with me? Why are
they calling; me?
Tableau ! Carmen is yours. I have brought her here
for you. Take her! (To Don Juan ) Say something
yourself, old man. I’ve done my part.
Carmen. Is it true? My own Carmen.
Your Carmen-- is really yours.
She’s yours. Be happy, though the world falls to
pieces. What do I care about the world?
Mine! Mine! I can take her in my arms--burn her with
my breath, devour her with my eyes. I can if I want
to!
Of course you can, if you want to put it that way.
Oh, the infamy of it, the treachery! Carmen!
Lazaro
.
No- -away- -why do you come near me? You shall never be
mine. Never, never!
Ee refuses me... doesn't want me . . . I knew it... all
along! Mother. . .Mother.
(
Falls into Dolores ’ arms .
)
Daughter
!
Daughter! What have you done to her? What have you
done?
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Lazaro
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Juan
Lazaro.
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I don't understand.
I do, unhappily. ( All go to Carmen ' s aid .
)
Lazaro, my son.
( Embracing his father . ) Father--f ather--You are my
father, save me now.
Yes, I will save you as I gave you life.
You gave me life--but that is not enough. Give me
more life so I can live, love, and be happy, for
Carmen's sake. Give me more life, or cursed be that
which you gave me I ( Falls uncon sc ious
.
)
End of Act II
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Act III
A room In Don Juan ’ s country house on the shores of the
Guadalquivir
,
just as It was described in the f Irs t act ,
Scene 1_, exc ept f or a_ f ew pieces of furniture of later date
and more severe design . There still remain several divans
,
the rug
,
and a number of knickknacks . There Is a smal 1 table
and & low chair . In the background c an be seen a. large bal-
cony or verandah
,
which supposedly goes all around the house .
Much sky and horizon are visible . If the balcony can be a
little si anting toward the right
,
all the better for the f Inal
scene . Doors right and lef
t
. An armchair at the right
,
a
sofa at the left
,
a lighted oil lamp on one of the tables . It
Is night . .
.
the sky is blue and full of stars . As the ac t pro-
gresses
,
we begin to see the approach of dawn.
Scene 1
Don Tlmoteo, Javier, end Pace
The latter goes back and forth from the bale ony as if
busy about something . She wears a_ black or very dark dress
and & sheer black shawl with fringe
Tim. So Dolores wrote you?
Javier. Yes. She said that Lazaro wanted to see me, that my
presence was necessary for speeding up his convales-
cence--that he talked about me constantly. Of course
I took the first train I could get and got here about
two hours ago. This is a lovely spot--from what I
have been able to judge by starlight.
Tim.. Haven’t you ever been out here before?
Javier. Ho, sir.
Tim. ( Mischievously ) Well, I have, many times. I’ve known
this place for years. I knew it--back there when Juan
and I were young men--when I called him Juanito and. he
-L ,oeio
. .
.
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called me Timoteito. Ah. . . ( Mysteriously ) . Hoy/ many
memories this fine old house awakens in me I Every-
thing you see about you is saturated with love and mad-
ness, alcohol and bliss. I could tell you--on that
divan Juanito collapsed one day, drunk, in that corner
I fell one night in identical condition-- and on that
balcony we both folded up at two one morning, in much
the same state. Oh, what memories! Ah, cherished
shades! (To Paca ) What are you doing there?
Paca. Just picking up, sir.
Tim. And you’ll see--what a view! This balcony looks
toward the East and you can see the Guadalquivir.
Seville, the Guadalquivir, --the most beautiful girls
in all Seville have had lunch here, and dinner, end
have danced, and sung and gotten drunk here.
Javier. Well--I must say you amused yourselves in the grand
manner. ( Paca sighs .
)
Tim. (With annoyance ) Haven't you finished? What are you
so long about?
Paca. I was just waiting--to see--if the gentlemen needed
anything, that was all.
Tim. Nothing. You may go back to the kitchen.
Paca. That's right, Don Timoteo. To the kitchen. Hm. ( Paca
takes the low chair to the verandah and sits down and
begins to f an herself
.
)
Tim. I tell you I can't look at any of these things around
here without a pang. Oh, those Andalusian girls!
Well
,
I'll say no more. I am corrupting you, young
man. That doesn't look right in a man of my years.
It's just that those girls were the handsomest, the
most. .
.
(
Paca sighs so loudly that she can be heard in-
s ide
. ) Who is that sighing? The devil take that
woman! Are you still there, Paca?
Paca. ( Without getting up ) Just in case Don Timoteo needs
something.
Tim. Well, we both need something. Bring us a little
Manzan ilia
.
Javier. Oh, no thank you. I had dinner some time ago, and
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Paca
.
Tim.
Paca.
Javier.
Tim.
Javier
.
Tim.
Javier.
Tim.
Javier
Tim.
Javier.
it’s late. I never take anything at this time of
night. (To Paca ) Don’t bother on my account.
So. . .
So... you can take the trouble for me. Gome, now,
hurry up and get it.
Yes, sir, I’m going, Don Timoteo. ( Goes out si owly ,
fanning herself as she goes.)
I don’t see how you can stand it at this time of night.
All right, all right. I know that you are a very so-
ber young man. Laza.ro writes dramas and you write his-
tory, but, my dear fellow, a glass of Manzanilla can
be taken in any historical moment.
Scene 2
Don Timoteo and Javier
In any moment in history? But one o’clock in the morn-
ing-- though it be a summer morning--is that an his-
torical occasion, or just time to go to bed?
According to all the treatises on the subject, all the
hours of the day and night as well as all the days of
the week are right for drinking Manzanilla if you like
it. You may as well come right out and say that there
aren’t any young men any more.
Maybe you’re right. We have young men who are old and
old men who are dying because they are so young.
To tell you the truth, this place has refreshed my
memory to such a degree during the eight days I have
been here that I feel as if I were fifteen years old.
And after a few more, you’ll feel as if you were fif-
teen months old.
Well, well I We’re getting ironical.
I meant nothing disrespectful, Don Timoteo. By the
way, I didn’t expect to find you here.

128
Tim. I brought Carmen to Seville, poor child. ^She is very
delicate what with all that trouble and Lazaro' s ill-
ness. When we got to Seville, Juanito insisted that
we spend a few days out here. And so, to make Carmen
happy, and help Lazaro get well, I consented, and here
we are
l
Javier. Rejuvenated.
Tim. Believe me, Javier. It’s just as I said before--the
young people of today-- I don't know what ails them!
Carmen, with her weak chest, Lazaro, with his bad
nerves, you with your overseriousness. We weren't
like that!
Javier. It may be because you were--different— that w© are as
we are. But to change the subject, Don Timoteo, is it
true that there has been a reconciliation?
T5m. I’ll tell you, I'll explain. But that Paca--where on
earth is she? ( Looks out to see if she is coming .
)
There was really no reason to be offended. Lazaro
said what he said because of his fever. You saw how
he fell unconscious at Carmen's feet. What made him
do that? In my time, when a man fell like that, it
was either drunkenness or a cerebral hemorrhage, and
so medicine was very simple and everyone knew what was
what. But today-- try and find out what makes a man
collapse
.
Javier. Lazaro was certainly in very bad shape. Nevertheless,
they say that he is perfectly well now, that the cri-
sis is passed.
Tim. That's what they say, and he looks much better, but
he's still a strange sort of person, like all men of
talent
.
Javier. In all events, we'll be having a wedding soon?
Tim. Well, now. Wedding? 'That's another matter. I don't
say anything, so as not to upset Carmen, or Lazaro 's
parents, or cause Lazaro to have another fainting fit.
But we'll see, we'll see. There's no hurry for the
time being. If Lazaro gets all over this, and goes
back to being the promising young man he was, and
writes something that makes a hit to show he's in full
possession of his senses, then, of course--You under-
stand? Because Carmen, the poor girl... But that Paca!
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What can be keeping her?
Carmen is deeply in love with him, isn’t she?
I don’t know. I don’t know. She's a strange girl.
I'm takine- her back for the present. We're getting
the train four or five hours from now. Before we
leave, I shall talk with Bermudez.
I saw Lazaro only for a moment, and he seemed...
How?
Much better. Youth works miracles. ( As ide ) Poor
Lazaro
l
That’s true, that’s true. I had some kind of an ill-
ness myself and was out of my head for a year--no,
much longer--and I got over it.
No one would ever guess it-- that it, that you had ever
had that sort of Illness.
Well, I did have-- and they thought I would come out of
it an idiot.
Pri ghtful
!
But that old devil of a woman still hasn't come! She
found out that the Manzanilla was just for me --and
she takes delight in vexing me. She's a bad onel And
she always was. You don’t know what that woman was.
Who, the one you were calling?
Exactly. That woman was one of the proudest beauties
in all Andalusia. She was called Paca the Sevillana.
Well, well. Who would have muessed it!
I can vouch for it, and so can Juanito, and Nemesio,
and everyone else. The Sevillana! The Sevillana!
She who is little more than a servant In this house
today, twenty or thirty years back was practically its
mistress. Then--what always happens-- time went on and
farewell beauty, grace, and pride! Age, ugliness, and
poverty, the three enemies-- I ' 11 not say of the soul,
but certainly of youth and beauty, preyed upon the gay
Sevillana. Juan found, out about it five or six years
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ago and brought her out here as housekeeper, or some-
thing of the sort. At any rate, she works on the
place. She won't work much, I’m sure of that. She
was always full of fun, but lazy as they make them.
Javier. And as handsome as you say?
Tim. A starl But women fade fast. Men stay young longer.
Who would say that I am. fifty- eight?
Javier. No one. No one would think it. ( Aside ) He looks
seventy-f ive
.
Tim. You see? Hello, there, I think that's Lazaro coming.
Scene 3
Javier and Don Timoteo; Lazaro, lef
t
;
Dr. Bermudez, at &_ certain distance , as if observing Lazaro .
Lazaro. ( Seeing Don Timoteo and Javier ) Tonight we are all
staying up to see you off--
Tim. I appreciate it, but you really didn't have to bother.
We said good-by and you were going to bed, and Carmen
and I were going off auietly at dawn, without waking
anyone, to catch the train.
Lazaro. That's it--verv quietly, without disturbing anyone, in
the silence of the night. That's how you want to
steal away Carmen. That is how you would rob me of my
happiness--behind my back. But I am on the watch and
I'll stay on the watch. Lazaro has awakened and will
not sleep ag8in. His eyes are wide ooen to see every-
thing there is ...
(
Tenderly ) Carmen's little head and
( Smiling ) Don Timoteo 's big one. To see the day--with
its light, and the night with its shadows. ( Goes to
balcony
. ) How beautiful the morning star is, is it
not? The same as ever--as though we had made a prom-
ise to each other, "I'll look out of heaven," says
she, "and you go to the balcony, and we shall look at
each other." I can't look at you, though, you must
forgive me. Carmen would be jealous. If she is not
with me, I don't want to look at anyone or see anyone.
( C ome s away from balcony with gesture of annoyance .
Sees Bermudez
. ) Hello, my dear doctor. Were you
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there? Did you follow me? Did they send you to take
care of me? Well, look here, it bothers me to have a
sentinel around all the time ( Controlling; himself and
changing- his tone of voice ) --even though he is as
pleasant as my dear doctor. ( All come down stage
.
)
I came to beg you not to sit up. Go to bed now and
rest, and I’ll wake you up in time to say good-by to
Carmen and Don Timoteo.
If you want to, that is. I am no child. I am not
easily deceived. Who knows on going to sleep what he
fill find when he awakens? If he does awakenl ( Sits
down.
)
(Going over to him ) Nevertheless...
I give you my word.
We all give you our solemn promise. ( They surround
him
.
)
It is useless. Don’t disturb yourselves. Inasmuch as
I don’t believe anyone--or trust anyone-- I don't trust
myself, and I am always watching myself just in case.,
at any rate, I understand myself well enough. If this
is true, how can I trust you? You will understand
that that is asking too much! Enough of this. I have
said no.
As you wish, Lazaro.
And moreover, it is delightful to stay up late. What
a sky, what a night, what a river I We were downstairs,
a while ago, in the room beside the garden- -mother
,
father. Carmen, the doctor, and I ( Counts on his fin-
gers ) , and Paca, too. We were all sitting down rest-
ing and somewhat drowsy, except Paca. In one corner,
a lamp; the doors wide open; the sky in the background;
the garden with its vines and rosebushes almost coming
in to keeo us company; the air full of the perfume of
orange blossoms and fresh river fragrances; little in-
sects of all colors and a few moths, as if begotten of
the air, came in, attracted by the light of the lamp,
and whirled around between the light and the shadow,
just as my ideas do here inside; and Paca whirled
about among all of us, too . . . ( Pause . To Javier) ’What,
you laugh?
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Javier. I am not laughing.
Lazaro. Yes, you are, because I said that Paca whirled about
among my father, my mother. Carmen, and me. But I
maintain it. Are moths the only things that flit, by
any chance? Plies do too, end so do hornets. And so,
as I saw her, with my eyes half closed, Paca with her
black dress and her fringed black shawl looked like a
very large fly. She fluttered heavily from my father
to my mother, serving Jerez to my father and ice water
to my mother, and between Carmen and me, to bother us
with questions and to put a flower in Carmencita’s
hair, touching us as she went by with her shawl and
fringe, as a fly does with its black and fuzzy wings.
She is a good woman, but it gave me a feeling of re-
pugnance and disgust, and I came up here to breathe
the fresh air from this balcony.
Javier. And to look at the stars.
Lazaro. One, only one. And what a lot of extravagant ideas I
We who would be poets are like that. You are right in
that, Bermudez. Very eccentric, very much so. I re-
membered Paca, looked at the star, and felt a foolish,
ridiculous, but irresistable desire--to take one of my
rapiers, and stick it through the fly of the fringed
shawl, as one sticks a pin through a fly, and burn it
by the light of that beautiful star. Bow's that? Hu-
man degradation consumed and purified in celestial
fire. I suppose you don’t understand, Don Timoteo?
Tim. I don’t see that there’s much to understand, and even
if one is not a genius...
Lazaro. Don’t get angry. I was joking. I offend you.
Carmen’s father--when for her sake I would kneel be-
fore you and swear that you are young and handsome and
talented, and make everyone else do the ssme--Your
hand, Don Timoteo. ( They shake hands and embrac e .
)
You do not bear me any ill will, do you?
Tim. The idea! Why should I?
Lazaro. Then don’t take Carmen away! Don’t separate us. You
have to please a sick man in every way that you can,
and I would get worse. What do you say, Bermudez,
wouldn’t I get much worse? Say yes, say yes.
Tim. But you’re all well now.
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Comoletely
.
And you, what do you say?
I find you fit as a fiddle.
I really must go to Seville. But we'll see each other
soon. You’re not a convalescent now, you don’t have
to stay here. Home and to work!
(In h_is ear ) Then, when will the wedding be?
As far as I’m concerned, any aay--but let the doctor
say when.
Not that, oh, no, I know him.
It all depends on you. If you behave yourself, it
will be very soon.
Well, then, before you take Carmen away this has to be
decided. Morning is almost here, there are only two
or three hours left. Don’t you see that light? Dawn
has already begun to break and now we all have to stay
up anyhow. So you two go in there, into that room,
and set the date. I’ll go somewhere else. What more
can I do? But I must know when--and when I know, I
shall be content. Today--one day less--two less,
three--now there’s not much longer to wait, three days,
two days, one day-- tomorrow-- today-- and Carmen's mine,
forever. She is mine. Now try to take her away!
( Vehemently ) Ah! Now Carmen belongs to Lazaro.
( Changing his tone ) I am telling what will happen-
-
when you fix the day— because in fixing the day--soon
there are only two left, then one--then the day ar-
rives--and everyone is hapoy. ( Embraces Don Timoteo
and Javier
. ) That’s the trick, isn’t it? Now, go in
there
.
As for me. I’d be pleased to. It seems like a very
good idea. How about you, Bermudez?
Whatever you say. And if Lazaro insists...
Just go in there and feel perfectly free. Your own
little office, the windows open, flowers beginning to
show their colors out on the terrace, the Guadalquivir
which begins to awaken with silver lights. Very good
indeed. You are going to be quite comfortable and
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that will incline you to be kind hearted. Don't be
cruel--don't make me wait too long--bec ause in this
world, what is not today may never be.
Shall we go?
Yes, sir. ( They start slowly toward door , talking in
low tones
.
)
( To Javier , in low and energetic tones ) And you go
too. I don't trust them, the wretches! They'll say
never. Go with them, go ahead!
But I. .
.
Wait--
(
They are at the door ) , Javier will go with you.
I have begged him to, because I want someone to take
my part and Carmen's. You cannot deny me this!
Of course. Come along Javier.
If you really wish me to.
Go on, there, all three of you. And then we'll tell
mother and father and Carmen all about it. Hurry...
After you.
Go in.
Not before you, sir.
Go in any old way... I'm waiting.
We'll finish soon. Be calm, Lazaro, be calm.
Scene 4
Lazaro, then Paca, with the Manzanilla
Yes, you are right. I must be calm. Out there all is
calm. Why shouldn't I be so too? Out there it is
twilight, and here inside another twilight ( Presses
his forehead ) . But that one will end by filling with
light--and this one--this one--It seems to me that I
see a great deal of shadow behind the rays of light.
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Out the re- -worlds
,
suns, Immensity, but all that means
nothing to me. In here, three poor fellows, and they
are the ones who are going to decide my fate. To be
threatened with being crushed with one of those plan-
ets which dance through space-- that would ennoble
Carmen and me I But to be threatened by a doctor and
a fool who may put me in a cage and leave Carmen out-
side to press her pale forehead against the cold iron
bars--that is cruel. It is humiliating. No one can
humiliate me. I am worth more than all of them to-
gether, more than anyone. ( Checking himself ) But not
more than Carmen, or my mother. And my father--my
father. He loves me a great deal--more than I love--
silence! But if he is capable of loving more than I,
he is worth more than I am. It seems that everyone is
better then Lazaro! How is that possible? Good Lord,
how can it be? ( Walks up and down excitedly . Pac a
c ones in with wine
. ) Who is it? Yes, Paca. It is
going to come out--I see it now--that even she is bet-
ter than I am!
Isn't Don Timoteo here? Why did he order this then?
He asks for something and then goes away.
*
. Whom are you looking for?
Don Timoteo. He asked for some Manzanilla and he went
away without waiting for it.
. Bring it over here. I'll take some. Leave it here.
( Putting trey on table ) You , sir? And suppose it
isn't good for you?
. For me? Poor woman. Lord! ( Drinks . ) I drink to
you! Fly around, now.
I, fly around, sir! Ah, what funny things you say.
. What do you see out there?
Nothing
.
. That's right: nothing. That is what we all see. And
here, inside, what do you see?
You, of course.
• That's it. The son of Don Juan, drinking, and Paca
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going around in circles.
Don’t drink any more, sir. You are not quite all well
yet, and it won't be good for you. Then Dona Dolores
and Don Juan will be worried.
And I'll keep on drinking. And you, won't you worry?
Why, of course, sir, I am very fond of the young gen-
tleman.
Why, it seems now that you love me, too. Everyone
loves me and I don't love anyone. Excent Carmen and
my mother, and my father, and poor old Javier. Look
here, I love everyone. This has got to be straight-
ened out. ( Takes more wine ) Let's get everything
clear. ( Gives some to Paca . )
( Trying to stop him ) For Heaven's sake, sir!
It's not for Heaven's sake, but mine.
If you wish. ( Drinks .
)
And now, it’s my turn.
No, not another.
Then you.
Saints above us! It’s been a long time...
Don't be silly... it's good for you. It makes you
strong. I feel fine already. Before, everything
looked dark to me. Now I see your black shawl strewn
with sequins and purple velvet, like the wings of a
butterfly.
Ah, and I have been one. Just ask!
Ask whom?
No one. Anyone. Oh, I'm so hot. ( Lets shawl fal l
around her shoulders
. ) Yes, sir, when they called me
the Sevillana. That's all finished...
Finished? Have another drink and begin again.
Look out or we'll both get tipsy.Paca
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Lazaro. Listen, Sevillana, nymph of other times, enchanting
siren of my elders, moth-eaten relic of their joys--
Do you want to do a favor for me?
Paca. Of course. I am faithful to this house, and to every-
one who belongs to it.
Lazaro. Well--and to those who do not belong, no. In there are
three people who don't belong i Don Timoteo, Dr.
Bermudez, and Javier. And they are trying to keep me
from marrying. Carmen- -saying that I am a sick man, a
bad man and that I'd make Carmen unhappy. In other
words, they went to upset all my plans for a wedding.
Isn't that infamous?
Paca. Old men never want young people to get married. Old
men are very bad. On the contrary, old women want
everyone to get married. What are people for, anyhow?
To get married. There you are. And you and Carmencita
will make such a fine couple!
Lazaro. You are very good, very kind, and you don't want any-
one to suffer . Here . .
.
(
Gives her more wine
.
)
Paca. Ah, me, even if I do say it myself--I have always been
kindhearted. I never made anyone suffer.
Lazaro. That's the way women ought to be. Here...
Paca. No. No more. I can't take any more.
Lazaro. Well, listen. That little room opens on the balcony--
and the balcony goes all around the house--understand?
The window is wide ooen— so that if you go out here
and go near enough--you can hear everything--and if
they are trying to separate me from my Carmencita, you
tell me and I shall know what I have to do.
Paca. ( Laughing ) What good ideas the young gentleman has!
I'll do it, of course, the old fogeys! But does Don
Juan want you to get married?
Lazaro. He certainly does. The one who doesn't is Don Timoteo,
and he wants to take Carmencita away at daybreak. I'm
the one who is going to stoo them; you’re the one who
will have the laugh on them!
Paca. That suits me fine.
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But before that, go down to the garden, go into the
room--my oarents will be dozing. Carmen will be awake
--Carmen doesn't sleep, I know. And without letting
anyone else hear, tell her--that I am waiting for her,
for her to come up, that her father is taking her
away in the morning and that I want to say good.- by.
Understand?
Yes, sir. The farewell! Farewells are very sad.
Many a time have I said f arewell--and I have always
cried.
Well, no?/ you can cry too. We’ll all cry.
Don’t say that!
Yes, foolish woman--weeping rests you. Laughing tires
you and weeping rests you.
Why, that’s right. What you don’t know, sir!
Have another (Gives her a glass ) . Let’s have our
farewell, too... a toast ... ex-Sevlllana.
To Carmen.
To the man you loved the most--when you loved...
Well then, to--to all the family!
( Draining glass ) Not a drop left.
Nor in mine.
Now, to call Carmen, and then, to listen to those...
I’m off. Give me another to let me catch my breath.
That’s the spirit!
You’ll see who I am. ( Goes t owa rd ad j oining room .
)
No, not that way--by the balcony.
All right. I think I can find my way. ( Laughing )
He’s trying to show me the house 11.
Well, hurry and first of all have Carmen come up.
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But don't make her cry--poor little
like to make women cry--but she, she is
little creature. ( Goes out on ba lc ony .
)
Scene 5
Lazaro, then Carmen
Lazaro. I feel more alive. My arms are ting! ing with new
strength. I must be strong to defend my Carmen. I
am strong! Everything is dawning for me--every thing
is born anew. It all comes back. Light on the hori-
zon, life in my muscles, and Carmen for my own.
Lazaro is Lazaro! The moment has come for the great
s truggle-- the supreme struggle. But this is no place
to struggle. Everything is so soft. The rug, soft--
the divans, soft-- the ^ast, full of bits of gauze and
fleece. I need a firm rock to stand on, a sword that
cuts, a sledgehammer that crushes, hard surfaces, an-
gles, metals to resist me, and reduce it all to dust.
I feel my blood pounding in my temples. ( Presses
f orehead
. ) Fire in my chest ( Beats chest ) . Tourni-
quets on my arms ... Carmen ! ( Carmen come s out on the
balcony with Paca who points to Lazaro
;
then Pac a dis-
appears .y~
Carmen. Lazaro!
Lazaro. ( Embraces her frantic ally ) Carmen, Carmen mine! Nov/
let those idiots say what they want- -and let them try
to come and get you.
Carmen. What is the matter? I don't understand.
Lazaro
.
Carmen.
Lazaro
You don't unders tand . . . that I love you more than life?
Have I never told you?
Yes, you have often told me so.
But not in the right way--Coldlv, stupidly. It's that
there is no good way of saying those things- -common
words, vulgar ohrases--That I love you more than life
--more than my soul-- that you are my happiness, my
hope, my illusion--Pshaw! That's what everyone says.
These words have been profaned by many lips.
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Carmen. But it seemed to me that you were the only one in the
world ever to say them...
Lazaro
.
No, little stupid- -Everyone says these things. And I
don’t want to say what everyone else does .. .because
you are not like other mirls and I have to think up
other things to say... Let’s see--what shall I invent?
Carmen. Anything you like, but meanwhile--go on saying what
you were saying--becau.se I like to hear it--and if you
don’t mind. .
.
Lazaro. It’s that you can't have been able to understand how
much I love you, because I haven't been able to ex-
plain--! didn't know myself until today. I saw around
me an immense horizon, and I was lost in contemplation
of it--worlds, marvels, radiance, sounds, melodies!
But now everything is gettinm dark, narrov/ing down--
the blackness is closing in--sometb.ing like a huge
pupil which shrinks until there is nothing left but a
little circle of light in the center--and in it a pic-
ture--of you. Nov; all else is black. Now there is
nothing but Carmen, and in Carmen centers all that is
left in me of life, yearning, thought, or love. If
only the punil doesn't close all the way, for then I
would be in utter darkness.
Carmen. Then you love me even more than I thought? How harpy
I am!
Lazaro. There is no reason to be harpy,
us
.
They want to separate
Carmen. Who?
Lazaro. ( Pointing toward other door ) Those...
Carmen. Why?
Lazaro. Because I have not known how to explain what you mean
to me, and you haven't either--and they believe that
we will get over it-- that we will resign ourselves,
that all they have to say is, "Lock up Lazaro and car-
ry off Carmen..." and that's that. Will you consent
to it?
Carmen. I? No, never. No, Lazaro, I could never resign my-
self--! could only--die--I should certainly die. Can
I do more?
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Lazaro
.
Carman.
Lazaro
Carmen
Lazaro
Carmen.
Lazaro.
Carmen.
Lazaro.
Carmen.
Lazaro
Carmen
Lazaro
No- -that's enough.
But you can defend me!
Defend you? How? Yes, of course... I shall defend
you? but how?
Well, who is threatening us?
I don't know. I can't explain. I feel as if I were
on the edge of a great desert; a desert is sand, in-
terminable sand--emptiness
,
which is never filled--a
great thirst, which is never satisf ied--and a sky
which hangs down in the center as if it would fall,
and which never falls. If at least it would fall,
then all would be over.
Yes. A great sadness, which has no end, that is how
I was when I doubted you. It is true, the world is a
desert
.
Well, in that desert you take a handful of sand and
begin to count the grains--one, two, three .. .hundreds,
thousands, and you can’t finish counting. And that is
no more than a handful . . . and you take another, and
another, and the sand is never used up. And you run
and run--and still--all sand, right up to the horizon.
But what do you mean by this? I don't understand.
I mean... It's so perfectly plain. It seems clear to
ms and yet you can't comprehend. I me an- -that I
dreamt of the world's acclaim, of glory, with my
Carmen--of gathering praise and fame, for her, and in-
stead I am going to have to be counting grain after
grain, handful after handful of sand, for days, nights,
and years--until the end, if there is an end--but I
know there isn't any end.
Lazaro! Lazaro!. Don't say that. Don't look at me
like that!
Then save me. Why did I call you, if it was not so
you would save me?
Of course I'll save you- -but how?
If you love me, hurry. Imagine that we are going to
say good-by forever, because we are on the edge of
.
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that desert-- the two of us--beside a little fountain--
the last! It has cold, clear water--the last. As it
falls, it makes little bubbles--the lastl And I want
to drink for the last time and cool my face, and let
these bubbles fall on my lies so that they will stif-
fen in a smile. Help me--look at me--laugh-- sing--
weep--do someth ing
,
Carmen, for I feel myself slipping
away from you-- I am already on the desert. Do some-
thing-- at least thro?/ a little of that water on me
with your hands--so that a few drops will fall on my
f ace ... (Carmen takes him in her arms.)
Carmen. Why do you say that? I don't understand! Are you
unhappy? Angry? Sick? Lately--even this very morn-
ing--you were so well--Lazaro
!
Lazaro. It’s that they say--that I am going to forget you--I
won't know you--you will be near me, and I--will be--
without knowing it--like a baby--like an idiot.
Carmen. No, not that!
Lazaro. And if it were to happen?
Carmen. It never will.
Lazaro. Why not? ( His eyes begin to wander and he hardly
hears what follows . The expression of an idiot c ones
over his face and his arms fall to his sides .
)
Carmen. Because I shall be near you! You will have to see me,
won’t you? Because I shall call you, ’'Lazaro!*' And
you will have to answer me, won't you? Because I
shall cry and cry, and my tears will fall on you--and
you will have to feel them. I am as weak as a child,
but even children can hold on to things .. .Lazaro. .
.
listen to me--Dcn’t you hear what I say? I am Carmen!
Look at me! That pallid little face that you were
speaking of--is touching your lips. Look--it smiled
at you--Smile, answer me! Lazaro! Lazaro! Wake up!
Do you hear me? What are you looking at?
Lazaro
.
Yes, I know it--I know it. But call my mother.
C armen. No--they will separate us. Just the two of us alone--
Why do you want your mother to come?
Lazaro. So I can sleep.
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Carmen
.
(Looking all around her) Then lean on me. Sleeo in
my arms
.
Lazaro. No, silly! I want to sleep in my mother's arms.
That's what mothers are for. When I wake up I'll call
you.
Carmen Lazaro!
Lazaro. Call her! Didn't I tell you to call her? I beg you,
selfish girl. Don't you want me to rest either?
Carmen Yes! I'll call her. (Goes toward door.) Oh, God!
Lazaro Are you going, or not? Will I have to go myself?
Carmen. No, wait. It's that I can ' t .. .Dolores ! Don Juan!
Lazaro I told you I wanted my mother. I want only one person
here--One
.
Carmen But I was here.
Lazaro. No, her--I cannot call you mother.
Carmen. (Calling) Dolores!
Lazaro. (Calling) Mother!
Carmen. Here they come.
Lazaro. Everyone is coming. I didn’t want so many. I shall
have to defend myself--and to do that I need courage..
(Drinks a glass of wine.)
Carmen. Hurry--In here, Dolores!
Dol
.
Juan.
Scene 6
Lazaro, Carmen, Dona Dolores, and Don Juan
Lazaro is standing.
Why did you call? Is it--Lazaro?
What has happened to Lazaro?
..
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Lazaro
.
Carmen.
Lazaro
Dol
.
Juan
.
Lazaro
Dol.
Juan.
Carmen
Lazaro
Carmen
Dol
Juan.
Lazaro.
Nothing. Carmen was frightened, I don't know why--and
called.
He seems to be better now. Lazaro, here they are.
Do you want me to stay too?
Why not?--Yes, I want everyone around me, just as we
were downstairs. My mother, my father, Carmencita,
and I. There is one missing. . .AhJ Paca. I still
have my memory. ( Smiles . ) That's it. Paca is miss-
ing. Well, let's sit down as we we re before and wait
for morning to come. Dawn is breaking already. Look
--look how light it is way off there. Quite a vigil
this has been. --And for whom are we watching and wait-
ing?
You are the one who wanted us to stay up.
Yes, son, yon are the one who insisted on it--And why
are we all here, if not to please you all we can?
We had to say good-by to Carmen--a farewell is a very
solemn thing--very sad, and comfortless, and I need
you to console me. You come here, mother, on this
side: you come too, father, on this side. I'll stand
between you two--and you will tell me that this sepa-
ration is only for a time, that soon we shall all be
together again, and that before long I will be joined
to Carmen forever-- those things people say--even
though they are not true, still they say them. .
.
(
Doha
Dolores and Don Juan sit down on ei ther side of
LazaroT )
But it's all true I
Of course.
Yes, Lazaro, we'll soon be together again.
( Angrily ) No--don't come near me. Keep away from me,
you.
( Draws back in anguish ) Lazaro!
Lazaro, you are hurting Carmen.
Come, come, child. Lazaro wants you to come over here.
It can't be! She is going away-- she is going away.
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Lazaro
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Dol.
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Dol.
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and if she is going away, she should stay way over
there... and I shall say to her from a distance, "Good-
by, Carmen, good-by. I love you." ( Passionately )
Don't you all see? It isn't that I don't love her--
it's just that we should see things as they are.
(As ide ) It isn't possible, it isn't posslble--my
Lazaro. ( Tries to keep from weeping .
)
(To Lazaro ) What is the matter?
How do you feel, Lazaro?
Well enough--Here between you, I feel well--just as I
felt when I was a child--the same tranquility, the
same peacefulness as then...
You remember?
Yes. My mind is very clear. How vividly I remember
those days.
( To Doha Dolores ) See? He is perfectly all right,
just as he has been right along. It's that Carmen got
unreasonably alarmed.
That's it .. .unreasonably ..
.
His mind is in better condition than ours: that's it,
here, between us.
No. Now I remember everything--be tween you twc--No.
I was alone with my mother. You weren ' t there. Go
away, go away! ( Pushes him violently as ide .
)
( Humbly ) It's that you don't remember things as they
were, Lazaro. ( With anguish ) We were often together.
( In tone of entreaty ) Weren't we, Dolores?
Yes, my son.
No, don't contradict me! Alone with her! ( Embraces
her. )
My s on J
Why does he turn me aside? Can I love him more than
I do?
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Lazaro. Ah, ves--you are right, father.
Juan. See--It’s as I said.
Lazaro
.
Yes, once we were together as we are now.
Juan. Just as now.
Carmen. Oh, that look of his-- that look!
Lazaro. Sh--sh--As now, no--my mother's hair was aown--It
wasn’t combed. She was weeping, but very beautiful.
You were proud and disdainful, but erect and elegant.
There yon were-- she, weeping, sobbins, and you, laugh-
ing. You were quarrelling-- in such a way- -that it
made me afraid.
Juan
.
Not that!
Lazaro. Just like that--I’m seeiny it now...
Carmen (Aside) His look, he seems to be hunting everywhere.*
Juan. Don’t get ansrv. . .you just don’t remember...
Lazaro. (Angrily) Don’t contradict me. You auarrelled--I
know it--I see it. It’s as if I were still afraid.
Juan. Lazaro
!
Dol
.
(To Don Juan) Don’t say any more.
Juan Well, then, we did quarrel-- jus t a little misunder-
standing .
Lazaro No--it was not a little misunders tending-- It was a
desperate s truggle--Ycu were fighting to the death.
And you, father, wanted to take me to you, and you
took me and caressed me. (Laughing) After all, you
haven’t been so very bad.
Juan You see, Lazaro? You see?
Lazaro. But my mother tore me from your arms and held me tight
in hers--and said to you, M Go away--go away to your
pleasures--drag yourself in the gutter! Leave him
with me .
”
Juan No, Lazaro I don’t think it was like that. You were
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such a child then- -you couldn’t remember.
(To Don Juan ) Silence!
And you shouted, ’’Well, then, keep him, and much joy
may you have of him.” What a look of scorn you had!
And you pushed me away.
Not that! No, not that. That I never did!
Yes.
No.
( Angrily ) Admit it! You pushed me. Leave me, father.
Leave me alone with my mother. Go over there--way
over there--with Carmen.
( Leaves him and goes over beside Carmen . ) Ah, my
Lazaro, my Laz aro
!
There are the exiles in their vale of tears. ( Says
this
,
lau ghlngly
,
to his mother
.
)
It’s not possible--It ’ s not possible. Come--come,
someone, and save him.
Yes, save him.
Now, here I am, with you.
With me, forever!
With you, forever. But that’s not true either. You
people don't remember anything. I am the only one
who remembers. You sent me away--far away-- to a cur-
sed boarding school. I wanted to stay with you and
you said, “He must go--Ee must go .’ 1 Ke ( Pointing to
his f athe r ) said, "Stay with your mother , 11 and went
out. You made me go. Both of you, both of you aban-
doned me. Oh, I remember all this so well now, and I
never remembered it before! It’s as If something
were ebbing away inside of my brain-- as if something
were sweeping aside all the ideas of today, and just
as in the storm-torn earth the lower levels are un-
covered, here in my head the whole world of my child-
hood Is bursting forth. That's what has happened,
and I remember everything. Without a kiss from either
one of you, I went to sleep night after night. Without
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the expectancy of a loving caress, I awoke morning
after morning. I lived alone--and I shall go on--
alone. Go over there, with the others, mother. ( Re-
,1ec ts her tenderly . )
Dol. Oh... (To Don Juan ) and all because of you. ( Turning )
Lazaro
I
Lazaro. I said I wanted to be alone. Of course I love you--
but bear in mind that we must look at things precisely
as they are. ( The three cling together . Lazaro re-
gards them wi th a_ vague smile . ) Here we are all right.
Each in his pi ace- -the one that he deserves. But I
don’t like being so much alone. Tell Paca to come.
Pac a
!
Juan. Whom is he calling?
Lazaro. Her! Paca!
Scene 7
Carmen, Dona Dolores, Don Juan, Lazaro, and Paca
Paca. You called me?
Lazaro. Come over here--close to me. (To the others ) Now I
am not alone. See, father? Now I have someone to
keep me o omoany--more lively company than you people,
who are sad and dismal as death. Have some wine, Paca,
and. give me some, and we’ll drink as before.
Dol. Lazaro!
Paca. But I already--drank so much--I don’t know, now--the
way my head is . .
.
Lazaro. Go ahead, I demand it of you. You and I...
Juan. No, for God's sake!
Lazaro. Why? Oh, selfish people, who enjoy life and don’t
want others to do the same. I want to have a good
time too! My life is almost over and I must make the
most of what is left. Drink, Sevillana, drink, and
laugh. Laugh, and dance and whirl about. And tell
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me about your youthful pleasure s-- something that will
cheer me up--that will rouse my blood, which I feel
drying up and freezing in my veins. Laughter, orgies,
dances, loves--something to shake up my nerves, which
are becoming paralyzed. Come, Sevillana, give me life
--I am young, and want to live...
Juan. No morel no more! I cannot see this, I cannot hear
it!
Dol
.
Oh, God!
Juan. (Breaks away from group and goes up to Pac a, taking
her by the arm) Go!
Lazaro
.
(Taking her also) She is not to go!
Juan
.
I order it!
Laz aro I order her to stay!
Juan. By my soul, if you don't go, I shall throw you over
the balcony into the river. Quick!
Lazaro. I have said no. (Angrily) Is it that you delight in
torturing me?
Juan. (Palling on his knees at Lazaro' s feet) Lazaro, for
the love of God, let that woman go!
Lazaro Poor man. Ah, those white hairs (Caresses him). And
he is weeping--poor creature. Well--you see how it
afflicts him--go, woman, go. We can't make him feel
like that. (Paca withdraws a little.)
Juan. Ah, Lazaro! My happiness--my punishment.
Lazaro But I don't want to punish you--or anyone. All I want
is for all of us to be happy. Go along, woman, you
see that no one wants you. Go--don't you hear me?
Pac a First I have to tell you what those in there are say-
ing, as you told me to.
Lazaro.
Juan.
(With surprise) I?
What are they saying? (Gets up. All surround Paca at
some distance from Lazaro.)
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Paca
.
Carmen
Juan.
Dol
.
Juan.
Pac a
.
Dol.
Carmen
Juan.
Juan
Dol.
Tim.
Carmen
Tim.
Carmen
Lazaro
They don't want these two to marry.
Oh, God I
Why not? Sneak!
Don't say it.
Say it softly.
Because the young Gentleman is going to have--the last
one--and that will be the end of him--and as for
Carmen, her father is taking her away.
Oh. .
.
(
Runs to embrace her s on who is watching the
group .7~
No. ( Desperately ) I must be with him always!
Bermudez- -Here-- ( Rushes toward other room.
)
Scene 8
Dona Dolores, Carmen, Lazaro, Don Juan, Paca,
Bermudez, Don Timoteo, and Javier
Bermudez! Save my son and ask my soul, my life, any-
thing you want- -but save Lazaro.
( Runs to
^
Bermudez : Lazaro left alone wi th Carmen .
)
Dr. Bermudez. Give me a little hope, just a little...
Come, Carmen, we must go. It is getting very late.
No. I'll stay with him! I'll not leave him like
thi s
.
You must. Come, daughter.
Lazaro, they are separating us!
( Making a_ supreme effort ) Who-- that old man? that
scarecrow? To the trash pile with him! Make way for
life! Make way for love. Carmen, come to me.
( Throws himself toward her
,
takes her and goes to bal-
cony . The others f
o
llow~
.T Look, what a horizon!
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How bright it is I Come, let your soul mingle with
mine--your body fuse with mine, and we’ll plunge into
those flames. Yes, come- -Carmen, come--
(
The others
separate them by force and bring in Lazaro
,
who falls
unconsc ious on the sof a .")
The last glimmer! ( The actors are in the following
pos itions : Lazaro on the sofa
,
stage lef t ; Don Juan
on sof a
,
right
,
hiding hi s face in his hand s ; as if
trying to help him
,
Pac a stands bes ide him. At the
right
,
Don Timoteo and Carmen . Javier and Doha
Dolores in the center . Bermudez
,
standing
,
looking
intensely at Lazaro. Pause. Lazaro motionless.)
(In a 1 ow voice to Bermudez ) Is he dead?
It would be better so.
How many mornings I have awakened- -right here.
So you have.
Silence .. .Lazaro does not awaken.
(To Bermudez ) It’s that he’s all I have. In God's
name"^ Bermudez
,
think of me.
Carmen
.
It's no use, father. I’ll not leave him.
Silence! Silence! Day is breaking and the sun is
coming up. Lazaro seems to be regaining conscious-
ness. He is looking--looking at the rising sun. Let
us listen--let us listen--this is the decisive moment
To hear what he says? Will he call for me?
No, he will ask for me.
For me he will not ask.
( Looking straight at the sun) Mother!
( Running up and embracing him) Lazaro.
Lazaro. (Pointing to the sun) How pretty!
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( Drops on his knees beside the sofa and raises his
arms . Pac a hold him up
. ) Oh, God I Oh, God
I
Lazaro.
Very, very pretty. Mother--give me the sun!
Merciful God!
The sun, the sun. I want the sun.
( Embrac ing him ) My boy.
My Lazaro. ( Embrac ing desperately her farther, who is
holding her up.
)
This is forever.
Mother--the sun--the sun! Give me the sun. ( Says
this like &_ child , and wi th the express! on of an
idiotT)
I, too, asked for it once! Lazaro! Lazaro!
Give me the sun! Mother, mother--the sun! Please,
mother, give me the sun.
The End
Juan
.
Dol
.
Lazaro
.
Dol.
Lazaro
Juan
Carmen.
Berm.
Lazaro
Juan
Lazaro
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Abs trac t of the Thesis
Although El_ hi j o de don Juan was the first Spanish
drama to show conclusively the influence of Ibsen, it was not
the work which ushered in the modern tendencies in Spanish
drama. It was Galdos, not Echegaray, who was the father of
realism in Spain. It has been customary to see in the work
of Echegaray a greater decree of Ibsen’s influence then actu-
ally exists. The similarities between his works and Ibsen’s
do not extend beyond the themes of a few of his plays, and
there is no way of proving that in these cases the themes
were derived from Ibsen. The only work of Echegaray ’s in
which Ibsen’s influence is clearly shown is El hi.j o de don
Juan .
El hi.j o de don Juan was insoired by the reading of
Ghosts
,
but it is neither an adaptation nor a copy of Ibsen’s
play. The central Idea of Ghosts is the attack on convention
alsim, sham, and hypocrisy; the central idea of the Spanish
play is the warning to society embodied in the tragedy of
Lazaro. Both plays are closely related to their respective
social backgrounds: Ghosts to the narrow, puritanical, con-
servative, Norwegian community, and El hi j o de don Juan to
the society, conservative too, in its own way, which produced
Don Juan Tenorio and made him a national literary hero.
Echegaray used one strand of Ibsen’s plot for the ac-
tion of his play. He shows the progress of Lazaro' s inherited
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disease from the initial stages until the end. In a number
of details he follows Ibsen closely. Lazaro, like Oswald,
complains of fatigue, Inability to think clearly and the im-
pression that ideas and images whirl around in his mind. The
verdict of the physician is nearly the same in each case.
Both Oswald and Lazaro refuse to believe that the disease is
hereditary, although for different reasons, and both are con-
vinced that it will terminate in imbecility. Both shorn' bit-
terness toward their fathers and at one point reject the life
they have been given. Lazaro shows a certain familiarity
toward Paca, as, in a different way, Oswald does toward
Regina. The possessiveness of Dolores toward her son is simi-
lar to that of Mrs. Alving toward Oswald.
Echegaray has not imitated the structure of Gho st
s
.
Ibsen strictly observes the dramatic unities, Echegaray none
of them. In the Spanish play there is a lapse of several
months’ time, a change of scene from the city to the country,
and, although the play is a tragedy, there are humorous
scenes. Ibsen in Ghosts discards the soliloquy and the aside;
there are numerous examples of both in El hi j o de don Juan .
Echegaray handles the exposition more conventionally and less
skilfully than Ibsen.
Only two of the characters of Ghosts
,
Mrs. Alving and
Oswald, find direct counterparts in El h i j o de don Juan. Even
these tv/o are not paralleled except In the position they
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occupy, of mother and son. Their characterizations are very
dissimilar. While Mrs. Alving is the dominating character in
Ghosts
,
and Oswald weakly drawn, the reverse is true of
Dolores and Lazaro. Pace is in some ways reminiscent of
Regina. The change of time and social background are respon-
sible for the omission of Pastor Manders and the addition of
Don Juan in the Spanish play. Of the other six characters
added by Echegaray, the only significant one is Carmen,
Lazaro’ s fiancee. Her presence serves to accentuate the
tragedy of the denouement.
Because of changes in characterization, theme, and
treatment, El hijo de don Juan is much more emotional in its
anneal than Ghosts . Rarely is emotion allowed to come to the
surface in Ghosts
;
in the Spanish play it is maintained at a
high pitch almost throughout the entire play. The plays are
at opposite extremes in style. Ibsen, now the strict, prosaic
realist, is restrained and austere; Echegaray gives his poetic
talent and romantic imagination full sway. The tone of El
hi j o de don Juan is warmer and more human than that of Ghosts ;
there is more variety of color and mood.
On the whole. Ghosts shows a dramatic power superior to
that of El hi jp de don Juan
;
it is more profound, better con-
structed, and shows a more disciplined art. Nevertheless, El
hijo de don Juan is in no way a travesty or a crude copy of
Ibsen’s play. It is an original -play with certain textual and
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struc tural
differences
similarities insignificant when compared to the
in plot, characterization, style, tone, and
purpose





